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1 Scope 

The present document describes the Content Delivery Network (CDN) functional architecture, the interconnection with 
IMS-based and NGN Integrated IPTV solutions and user-related procedures in relationship with the unicast stored 
(e.g. content download) and streaming (e.g. CoD) services as defined in TS 181 016 [1]. 

2 References 
References are either specific (identified by date of publication and/or edition number or version number) or 
non-specific. For specific references, only the cited version applies. For non-specific references, the latest version of the 
reference document (including any amendments) applies. 

Referenced documents which are not found to be publicly available in the expected location might be found at 
http://docbox.etsi.org/Reference. 

NOTE: While any hyperlinks included in this clause were valid at the time of publication ETSI cannot guarantee 
their long term validity. 

2.1 Normative references 
The following referenced documents are necessary for the application of the present document. 

[1] ETSI TS 181 016: "Telecommunications and Internet converged Services and Protocols for 
Advanced Networking (TISPAN); Service Layer Requirements to integrate NGN services and 
IPTV". 

[2] ETSI TS 182 027: "Telecommunications and Internet converged Services and Protocols for 
Advanced Networking (TISPAN); IPTV Architecture; IPTV functions supported by the IMS 
subsystem". 

[3] ETSI TS 182 028: "Telecommunications and Internet converged Services and Protocols for 
Advanced Networking (TISPAN); NGN integrated IPTV subsystem Architecture". 

[4] ETSI TS 187 003: "Telecommunications and Internet converged Services and Protocols for 
Advanced Networking (TISPAN); NGN Security; Security Architecture". 

2.2 Informative references 
The following referenced documents are not necessary for the application of the present document but they assist the 
user with regard to a particular subject area. 

[i.1] ETSI TS 102 990: "Media Content Distribution (MCD); CDN Interconnection, use cases and 
requirements". 

3 Definitions and abbreviations 

3.1 Definitions 
For the purposes of the present document, the following terms and definitions apply: 

content acquisition: act of acquiring content from a content source 

content delivery: act of delivering deployed content to a user 

http://docbox.etsi.org/Reference
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Content Delivery Network (CDN): set of functions managing content acquired from content sources, through delivery 
to the user 

content deployment: act of replicating and/or moving ingested content to one or more network entities, based on 
content deployment policies 

content distribution: act of moving content within or between networks 

content ingestion: act of preparing and introducing acquired content (and associated data) for the first time to an initial 
server location 

content publishing: act of making the content available for access 

pull: within the CDN, a content delivery method in which the requesting entity initiates the media flow by requesting 
content from the providing entity 

push: within the CDN, a content delivery method in which the providing entity initiates the media flow to the 
requesting destination entity 

3.2 Abbreviations 
For the purposes of the present document, the following abbreviations apply: 

ALF Asset Location Function 
CCF Cluster Controller Function 
CDF Content Delivery Function 
CDN Content Delivery Network 
CDNCF Content Delivery Network Control Function 
COF Content Origin Function 
IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem 
IPTV Internet Protocol TeleVision 
NGN Next Generation Network 
SCF Service Control Function 
SSF Service Selection Function 
UE User Equipment 

4 General description of CDN 
A Content Delivery Network (CDN) is a collaborative collection of components, where content is replicated over 
several mirrored servers in order to perform transparent and effective delivery of content to end users. 

The major stages of CDN are: 

• Content acquisition: Acquiring content from a content source, including: 

- Pre-Positioning: content acquisition triggered prior to actual corresponding content request by users. 

- Dynamic Acquisition: content acquisition triggered at the time it is requested by users. 

• Content Ingestion: Preparing and introducing acquired content (and associated data) for the first time to an 
initial server location. 

• Content Deployment: Replicating and/or moving ingested content to one or more network entities, based on 
content deployment policies. 

The CDN model for distributing content is based on replicated servers located at the edge of the network (to which end 
users are connected) for delivering content to end users in a reliable and timely manner. The content can be replicated in 
advance or on-demand. 

The CDN goals are:  

• Scalability: the ability to expand, in order to handle new amount of data and requests. 
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• Performance: response time, or latency, that end users perceive. 

• Reliability: makes the service always available. 

• Security: prevent unauthorized access and modification of the content. 

The CDN functional architecture defined in the present document is independent of the service system. The CDN is 
transparent to media formats, content protection (whether the content is encrypted or not, or which content protection 
solution is implemented) and the service types. While the CDN is specified herein in the context of IPTV, it may be 
utilized where appropriate for other services. 

NOTE: CDN Interconnection between different service provider domains is addressed in annex D and 
TS 102 990 [i.1]. 

4.1 Functional roles and CDN Relationships 
The present document describes the TISPAN CDN architecture, the interconnection of CDNs in the user-facing service 
delivery network, including the interfacing with IPTV subsystems defined in TS 182 027 [2] and TS 182 028 [3], and 
CDN content ingestion. 

For the purpose of the present document, concepts of domains, and roles are defined in this clause and are illustrated in 
figure 4.1.1. The terminology in this clause is based on TS 181 016 [1], clause 4.1. 

Figure 4.1.1: Roles and domain relationships for CDN 

The CDN Service Provider is the entity that ingests, deploys and delivers content. 

NOTE 1: The CDN Service Provider may have multiple interconnected CDNs. 

The IPTV Service Provider is the entity that offers IPTV services to the Consumers making use of the Delivering 
CDN for content delivery. 

NOTE 2: The present document assumes that the roles of CDN Service Provider and IPTV Service Provider take 
place within TISPAN-specified service domain(s). The case where these two roles are in different 
domains is described in TS 182 027 [2], clause 6.9. 

The Consumer is the entity where the content is consumed. The content is delivered through the CDN domain. 

The Content Provider is the entity that owns or is licensed to sell content or content assets. The content is delivered to 
a user through the CDN. The Content Provider is authoritative with respect to control of consumer access to the content 
(i.e. whether a given delivery request from a consumer is to be honoured by the CDN or not). 

4.2 High Level functional overview 

The following picture shows the main components of a CDN. 
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Figure 4.2.1: Architectural components of a CDN 

The Content Deployment component is in charge of generating copies of content inside the CDN and controls the 
procedure of content deployment. When content is ingested from a content source (i.e. content provider, or UE for UGC 
service) the Content Deployment component should record the metadata and location(s) of the content. More than one 
copy of the content may be deployed to different replica servers during the procedure for content ingestion or 
afterwards, when the content is frequently accessed. Replica Server components have content storage resources and are 
responsible for storing the content, e.g. in order to support time-shifted TV, CoD or other IPTV services.   

The Content Deployment component coordinates the delivery and storage resources of replica servers and establishes 
the optimal deployment policy for deploying content from content source to replica servers. It also controls the 
deployment of content among different replica servers. 

The Content Deployment component uses and maintains the deployment information about how the content is deployed 
among different replica servers. The Content Deployment component may use the information obtained from the 
Request Routing component or the load status of replica servers to optimize the deployment policy. 

The Request Routing component is responsible for directing client requests for content to appropriate replica servers 
and for interacting with the Content Deployment component to keep an up-to-date view of the content stored in the 
CDN. 

The Content Delivery component works with Replica Server components and is responsible for streaming (e.g. via RTP 
over UDP) or downloading content to the UE. It also provides other functions, such as file downloading and uploading 
to and from the UE. 

The Content Delivery component also handles control functions on the media during content delivery, including media 
control commands such as fast-forward, rewind, etc. 
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The Accounting component, which maintains logs of client accesses and records the usage of the CDN. This 
information is used for traffic reporting and usage-based billing by the Service or Content Provider itself or by any other 
entities (e.g. a third-party billing organization). 

The Content Preparation component may include: 

• Transcoding. 

• Other functions such as watermarking, ad-insertion into streams, format conversion, resolution conversion, etc. 

• Encryption. 

• Dividing a complete content file into smaller files with pieces of the content. 

The abstract components described above may be mapped to one or more logical functional entities. 

NOTE:  A description of the Steps needed for CDN functionality is provided in annex A. 

4.3 Requirements  

4.3.1 CDN Functional Requirements 

4.3.1.1 The CDN solution shall support both IMS-based and NGN Integrated IPTV subsystems. 

4.3.1.2 The CDN solution shall support content delivery for one or more multimedia systems. 

4.3.1.3 The CDN solution should support content delivery for more than one kind of multimedia service systems. 

4.3.1.4 The CDN solution shall support centralized and P2P content deployment. 

4.3.1.5 The CDN solution shall support automatic and manual publishing of the content. 

4.3.1.6 The CDN solution shall support automatic deployment of content from central content server to the edge 
content servers. 

4.3.1.7 The CDN solution shall provide support for the definition of different virtual deployment channels for different 
content providers. 

4.3.1.8 The CDN solution shall provide support for the definition of different virtual deployment channels for different 
service providers. 

4.3.1.9 The CDN solution shall support mechanisms to deploy content to a specific server or set of servers based on 
specific policies, e.g.: 

• Deploy contents to the servers based on an estimation of the popularity of a specific content. 

• Deploy contents to the servers based on geographical location. 

• Deploy contents based on different user groups (e.g. hotel industry, school, white-collar community, rural 
groups, etc.). 

4.3.1.10 The CDN solution shall support content deployment via both Pre-positioning of content and Dynamic 
Acquisition of content. 

4.3.1.11 The CDN solution should provide different priority levels for contents/services, and contents/services with 
high priority should be guaranteed when conflicts occurs between contents/services, e.g. when the bandwidth is not 
enough, the CDN should guarantee the QoS of high priority contents/services. 

4.3.1.12 The CDN solution shall provide mechanisms to collect and maintain the data related to the content deployment 
in order to allocate user's request to the appropriate servers. 

4.3.1.13 The CDN solution shall provide mechanisms to collect data related to the content popularity, (e.g. the number 
of user's requests, etc.). 
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4.3.1.14 The CDN solution shall provide support for integration with an external alerting system. 

4.3.1.15 The CDN solution control entities shall have a view of the maximum/actual capacity of the delivery servers 
(e.g. number of users served, bandwidth, etc.) within the content delivery network. This information shall be organized 
and distributed to the control entities depending on the content delivery network topological organization. 

4.3.1.16 The CDN solution control entities shall be able to detect a change in the capacity of the content delivery 
servers within an organized group of server (e.g. a cluster or a set of clusters). The content delivery network control 
entities shall be able to notify other control entities in the Content Delivery Network of these changes. 

4.3.1.17 The CDN solution control entities shall be able to detect a change in the availability of the content within a 
group of content delivery servers (e.g. a cluster or a set of clusters). Content delivery network control entities shall be 
able to notify other control entities in the Content Delivery Network as well as other entities in the Service Provider 
platform of changes in content availability and/or distribution. 

NOTE: The CDN solution control entities should make use of the information provided by other Content 
Delivery network entities in determining their server or cluster assignment policy. The Service Platform 
Provider will process the request for a content item based on the latest updated content availability 
information in one or more Content Delivery Networks. 

4.3.1.18 The CDN solution Entities shall be able to detect an irregular signalling from the UE (e.g. irregular frequency 
of requests for content, unexpected messages etc). The documentation of such irregular signalling is service provider 
dependent. The Content Delivery Network control entities shall be able to notify other control entities in the Content 
Delivery Network as well as other entities in the Service Provider platform of irregular signalling. 

4.3.1.19 The CDN solution shall support efficient content deployment, e.g. content segmentation mechanism (dividing 
the content file into smaller pieces). 

4.3.1.20 The CDN solution shall support content acquisition from different content providers. 

4.3.1.21 The CDN solution content deployment shall support a mechanism taking into account content aging (lifecycle 
of the content based on specific policy, e.g. LRU). 

4.3.1.22 The CDN solution shall support unicast and can optionally support multicast content delivery mechanism. 

4.3.1.23 The CDN solution should support CDN resources sharing between multiple Service Providers. 

4.3.1.24 The CDN solution shall be able to retrieve content from another CDN belonging to the same or a different 
service provider. 

4.3.2 Functional Requirements for interconnecting a CDN with an IPTV 
subsystem 

The following requirements apply when an IPTV subsystem is interconnected with a CDN: 

4.3.2.1 The CDN solution should provide mechanisms to request and acquire content from external systems based on 
the user's request. 

4.3.2.2 The CDN solution shall support mechanisms to select the content server for a specific user or set of users 
based on specific policies, for example: 

• Pre-defined content server. 

• User location. 

• User group. 

• Content availability. 

• Network traffic. 

4.3.2.3 The CDN solution shall support delivery of the content to the user through streaming, download and 
progressive download. 
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4.3.2.4 The CDN solution shall support deployment and delivery of content protected by protection schemes in line 
with TS 187 003 [4]. 

4.3.2.5 The CDN solution shall support distribution of metadata related to the content. 

4.3.2.6 The CDN solution shall provide load balancing mechanisms among the servers, e.g. content servers, control 
servers, the criteria for balance the load can be: the network resources, e.g. network bandwidth, server capability and 
load, etc. 

4.3.2.7 The CDN solution shall support distribution and delivery of user generated content through 
upstreaming/upload mode. 

4.3.2.8 The CDN solution can optionally support forward error correction (FEC) or other retransmission mechanisms. 

4.3.2.9 The CDN solution should be capable of supporting enforcement of access control policies for content 
deployment and delivery (e.g. start time when content becomes accessible to user, end time when content stops 
being accessible to users, geo-locations for determining from where users can or cannot access content). 

4.3.3 CDN Non-Functional Requirements 

4.3.3.1 The CDN solution should provide geographical scalability maintaining performances and effectiveness from a 
limited local area deployment to a more geographically distributed pattern. 

4.3.3.2 The CDN solution shall provide support for high availability (i.e. server mirroring, dynamic traffic forwarding, 
etc.). 

4.3.3.3 The CDN solution shall provide support for secure management and operations. 
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5 Content Delivery Network (CDN) Functional 
Architecture 

5.1 General Description 
The Content Delivery Network (CDN) allows the optimization of the network use through a distribution of the content 
delivery servers in the physical network, and the optimization of the storage resources through mechanisms such as 
popularity-based distribution of the content on the content servers. Figure 5.1.1 shows the functional architecture of a 
CDN. 

 

Figure 5.1.1: Functional architecture of CDN 

The Content Delivery Network interfaces with IPTV Service Platforms, UEs, and content distribution systems. 

1) A Content Delivery Network offers two main interfaces to IPTV service platforms: 

- A service control related interface: 

� This interface is in charge of initiating the delivery the requested content to the UE: This requires 
electing the best suited CDN cluster and content delivery server. 

- A management related interface: 

� This interface is in charge of administration and provisioning tasks. 

2) A Content Delivery Network offers two interfaces towards UEs: 

- A content control related interface: 

- A media delivery interface: 

� Delivery information is sent to the UE, after which delivery is initiated and completed by the UE. 

-

CCF

CDF 

Cluster

CDNCF

ALF COF 
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NOTE 1: Both the content control related and media delivery interfaces are reflected in the present document in 
order to fully describe the functions of the CDN interfaces with the UE. Further specification of these 
interfaces is not in the scope of the present document, as they are specified within the relevant IPTV 
Service Platforms, and in coordination with other standards organizations. 

3) A Content Delivery Network offers two interfaces towards content distribution systems: 

- A service control related interface. 

- A media delivery interface. 

NOTE 2: Both the service control related and media delivery interfaces are reflected in the present document in 
order to fully describe the functions of the CDN within a user-facing network. Specification of these 
interfaces outside of the TISPAN CDN is not in the scope of the present document, and will be 
coordinated with other standards organizations. 

5.2 Functional entities 
The Content Delivery Network contains one or more Content Delivery Functions (CDF) grouped geographically or 
administratively in clusters. The CDFs in one cluster are controlled by a specific Cluster Controller Function (CCF). 
One or more CCFs are controlled by the Content Delivery Network Controller Function (CDNCF).  

The CDF and CCF are directly involved in delivering content to the UE. The CDNCF controls content by interacting 
with the IPTV subsystem.  

The Asset Location Function (ALF) contains knowledge of content available to the CDN. 

The Content Origin Function (COF) provides content ingestion to the CDN. 

5.2.1 Content Delivery Network Controller Function (CDNCF) 

The Content Delivery Network Controller Function (CDNCF) is the function which manages one or more clusters.  

One or more CDN Controller Functions may coexist in the same CDN and may interact for the purpose of selecting the 
most appropriate cluster. 

There are two approaches with different outcomes for processing within the CDN when a request is received from the 
IPTV subsystem.  

• Service Approach: In the first option the CDNCF sends the service control request to the selected CCF for 
further handling. Redirection to a CCF or to another CDNCF is also possible. 

• Query Approach: In the second option the CDNCF returns the address of a CCF within the CDN to the IPTV 
sub-system. 

For either approach, the CDNCF queries the Asset Location Function (ALF) to provide a list of cluster(s) able to 
provide the requested content, and chooses the most appropriate cluster, based on local policy, from the list given by the 
ALF. Where the requested content is not available within the CDN or where the content is not optimally pre-positioned, 
the CDNCF and the ALF may coordinate to provide dynamic content acquisition. 

Tasks of CDNCF are: 

• Handling the unicast session establishment request from the IPTV sub-system (Service Approach) and 
forwarding the request to a selected CCF. 

• Handling the content query request from the IPTV sub-system (Query Approach) and answering with a CCF 
address to the IPTV sub-system to handle session establishment.  

• Retrieving network location of the UE from the unicast delivery request through interaction with appropriate 
functional element for that purpose (e.g. NASS or other location server). 

NOTE 1:  The network location of the UE may also be provided to the CDNCF by the IPTV service platform 
(e.g. in the case of IMS-based IPTV) as part of the unicast delivery request. 
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• Where appropriate, querying the ALF to provide a list of addresses composed of an arbitrary combination of:  

- CCF address(es) and their CDNCF address(es). 

- CDNCF address(es). 

- the COF address having the requested content. 

• Selection of the best suited cluster (CCF) may be based on following criteria: 

- Maximizing the probability of a cache hit in the selected cluster (e.g. by favouring a cluster that is known 
to have delivered the same content in the recent past). 

- Content Availability (e.g. according to its popularity rating, content may be available only on some CCF 
instances). 

- Geographical location of the user and network proximity of the cluster to the UE (e.g. for optimization of 
network resources, the CDNCF may give preference to a CCF that is known to control CDFs located 
near the UE). 

- Cluster delivery capability availability: The elected CCF must have the necessary delivery capability 
(i.e. at least one CDF under the control of the elected CCF should be available with the necessary 
delivery capability). 

- Cluster status and cluster load (e.g. the CDNCF may favour a lightly loaded cluster over a highly load 
cluster). 

• Monitoring the status of CCF regarding content availability, delivery capability, cluster load, and user 
signalling. 

NOTE 2: User signalling monitoring can be used to check the operational integrity of the delivery and to prevent 
security attacks. It may also be used for targeted advertising. 

• Forwarding a content request to: 

- a CCF from the cluster it manages having the content; 

- a CCF, with the COF address for dynamic acquisition; or 

- a CDNCF whose cluster have the requested content; or 

- a CDNCF belonging to another CDN if no clusters within the CDN have the content. 

• May provide for forwarding, based on local policies, a content acquisition request received from the ALF to 
one or more CCFs 

NOTE 3:  The CDNCF may choose to store the content acquisition request and forward it after a first user request 
for the content. 

• Controlling the content's update (duplication or deletion) between clusters. 

• Controlling the metering of content usage in clusters and the request for that content. 

• Report the metering information to another entity within CDN (ALF) or a third party outside of the CDN. 

5.2.2 Cluster Controller Function (CCF) 

The Cluster Controller Function (CCF) manages a set of content delivery functions (i.e. a cluster of CDFs). It is in 
charge of selecting the appropriate CDF within the cluster and controlling access from UE to the selected CDF. 

Tasks of CCF are: 

• Selecting the best suited CDF based on criteria which may include, but are not limited to: 

- Content Availability (e.g. depending on popularity rating, content may be available only on some CDF 
instances). 
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- Geographic location of the user and network proximity of the CDF (e.g. for optimization of network 
resources, the CCF may give preference to the CDF nearest to the UE). 

- Administrative Considerations (e.g. based on service or user type). 

- CDF delivery capability availability (e.g. the selected CDF must support the necessary streaming 
capability. 

- CDF status (e.g. the success or failure rate of responses; The CDF with higher success rate may be 
selected with priority. If the failure rate of a CDF in a statistical period exceeds a threshold, that CDF 
would be less likely to be selected for session requests). 

- CDF load (e.g. the CCF may favour a lightly loaded CDF over a highly load CDF). 

• Terminating IPTV service sessions. 

• Selecting a CDF to acquire content on a request from the CDNCF. 

• Optionally; Handling of content delivery control of CDF. 

• Optionally; Proxying trick mode commands from the UE to the CDF. 

• Sending a content acquisition request to the CDF to retrieve content from the COF 

• Monitoring and maintaining information regarding the status of CDFs within its cluster. 

• Reporting the status of the cluster regarding content availability, delivery capability and user signalling to the 
CDNCF. 

• Reporting of user media control actions (e.g. trick modes) invoked during a session (e.g. COD) 

• Reporting the status of the cluster regarding content availability to the ALF. 

• Monitoring user signalling.  

NOTE: Monitoring of user signalling can be used to check the operational integrity of the delivery system, and to 
assist in providing security against attacks. It may also be used to facilitate targeted advertising. 

• Provide the metrics of the usage and request of the content that is stored in CDFs of the cluster, such as UE's 
identifier, content copy identifier, content issuer, number of content requests in a specific period, etc.  

• Controlling for the content's update (duplication or deletion) within the cluster. 

5.2.3 Content Delivery Function (CDF) 

Tasks of Content Delivery Function (CDF) are: 

• Handling content delivery (for delivering multimedia content to user). 

• Reporting status to CCF (e.g. reporting on load status). 

• Reporting content availability to CCF (e.g. content has been acquired or deleted). 

• Handling trick mode commands from the UE. 

• Reporting of user media control actions (e.g. trick modes) invoked during a session (e.g. COD) 

• In the case of interconnection with an IMS-based IPTV system, IPTV Service Action Data shall be exchanged 
to report user media control actions when the IPTV service requires the use of IPTV Service Action Data, as 
described in clauses 8.4.5.2 and 8.4.5.3 of TS 182 027 [2]. 

• Retrieving content from the COF or another CDF following a CCF request. 

• Retrieving and sharing content from a COF or a CDF from another CDN belonging to the same or different 
service provider, following a CCF request. 
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5.2.4 Asset Location Function (ALF) 

The Asset Location Function is a functional entity having the knowledge of the available content, the content location 
and others content parameters (e.g. category, popularity, size, media type, generator source…). Having these parameters 
allows the ALF to provide a cluster list to the CDNCF, which will select an appropriate cluster to deliver content to the 
UE.  

The ALF is also in charge of selecting the best CDNCF to ingest content available on the COF. 

The tasks of the Asset Location Function (ALF) are: 

• Monitoring content availability within the CDN. 

• Receiving notifications regarding content availability on the COF. 

• Requesting a CDNCF to acquire content available on the COF. 

NOTE 1: The criteria for selection of the appropriate CDNCF(s) are out of scope of the present document 

• Answering to the CDNCF with a list composed of an arbitrary combination of:  

- CCF address(es) and their CDNCF address(es). 

- CDNCF address(es). 

- COF address having the requested content. 

NOTE 2: The COF address should be returned when the content is not available within any CDN known by the 
ALF. 

5.2.5 Content Origin Function (COF) 

The Content Origin Function is a functional entity in charge of content ingestion. 

 

COF

C-COF D-COF

 

Figure 5.2.5.1: COF elementary functions 

The COF functional entity is composed of two elementary functions: 

• C-COF (Control plane COF) whose task is handling content ingestion signalling, such as: 

- Processing content ingestion signalling from an Asset preparation function. 

NOTE 1: The Asset preparation function is out of scope of the present document. 

- Notifying the ALF that a new content is available on the COF and conveying associated information 
(e.g. how the content is to be accessed on the COF, deployment policy such as whether the content needs 
to be pre-positioned). 

• D-COF (Data plane COF) whose tasks are: 

- Acquiring content from an Asset preparation function. 

- Delivering content to a CDF when the CDF requests it. 
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NOTE 2: How new content is acquired by the COF is out of scope of the present document. 

5.3 Overall Architecture and Reference Points 
Figure 5.3.1 is an overall view of the TISPAN CDN architecture, showing the functional elements and reference points. 

 

Figure 5.3.1: Overall view of CDN architecture 

Reference points shown in figure 5.3.1 are specified in clause 6 of the present document. 

NOTE: Implementation of the CDN architecture may utilize multiple topologies, as described in annex C. 

The relationship between the IPTV Subsystem and the CDN, as well as the relationship and interconnection between 
multiple TISPAN CDNs are depicted in following clauses, annexes B and D. 

5.4 Relationship between IPTV Subsystem and CDN 
The relationship between CDN and IMS-based IPTV, NGN Integrated IPTV subsystem may be realized as shown in 
figure 5.4.1. The IPTV subsystem may be an IMS-based or NGN Integrated subsystem. 
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Figure 5.4.1: Relationship between IPTV subsystem and CDN 

There are two approaches to mapping the CDN to the IPTV Subsystem. The difference between the two approaches is 
that realization of the Service Approach is entirely through the Cu reference point to the CDNCF, while the Query 
Approach uses a separate reference point, Ct, for communicating with the CCF, in addition to the Qc (or Cu) reference 
point towards the CDNCF. 

NOTE 1: It is assumed that the IPTV Subsystem MF is replaced by the CDN. 

NOTE 2: When the core IMS is used, i.e. for an IMS-based IPTV subsystem, signalling between any 2 nodes 
involving the IPTV subsystem, CDNCF, and CCF goes through the IMS core. 

For detailed mapping of the CDN to the IMS-based IPTV and NGN Integrated IPTV Subsystems, see annex B. 

5.5 Interconnection between two TISPAN CDNs within the 
same service provider domain 

There may be more than one CDN interconnected with the IMS-based and NGN Integrated IPTV subsystem. In this 
case, the IPTV subsystem will have to determine (via pre-configuration or application logic) the CDNCF entry point. 
Figure 5.5.1 shows an example of the interconnection between two TISPAN CDNs. 
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Figure 5.5.1: Example interconnection between two TISPAN CDNs 

NOTE:  CDN Interconnection between different service provider domains is addressed in annex D. 

6 Reference points 

6.1 CDNCF - CCF (Ys) 
This reference point between CDNCF and CCF allows the CDNCF to hand over a content request to a specific CCF 
selected by the CDNCF using the local policy and the list of addresses where the content is available provided by the 
ALF. It also allows each CCF to report the status of the cluster regarding content availability, delivery capability and 
user signalling. This allows the CDNCF to enhance its user redirection and CCF selection mechanisms. 

The CDNCF also uses this reference point to request a CCF to acquire content. 

6.2 CCF - CDF (Yp) 
This reference point between CCF and CDF is used for CCF to control content delivery flow. It also allows CDF status 
reporting to the CCF and the CCF to request a CDF to acquire content. 

6.3 CCF - UE (Xc') 
This reference point between CCF and UE is used to exchange content control messages for controlling the IPTV 
content flow, (i.e. trick mode commands in case of streaming). 
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NOTE: The Xc' reference point performs the same tasks with the reference point Xc (TS 182 027 [2] and  
TS 182 028 [3]), the difference is Xc connected to MCF (TS 182 027 [2] and TS 182 028 [3]), but the Xc' 
connected to CCF. 

6.4 CDF - UE (Xc'') 
This Optional reference point between CDF and UE is used to exchange content control messages for controlling the 
IPTV content flow, i.e. trick mode commands. 

NOTE 1: The Xc'' reference point performs the same tasks with the reference point Xc (TS 182 027 [2] and  
TS 182 028 [3]), the difference is Xc connected to MCF (TS 182 027 [2] and TS 182 028 [3]), but the Xc'' 
connected to CDF. 

NOTE 2: This reference point is useful in case offloading the CCF function from trick play command proxying. 
This would enhance the CCF performance and availability. 

6.5 CDF - UE (Xd') 
This reference point between CDF and UE is used to deliver the content to UE. 

NOTE: The Xd' reference point performs the same tasks with the reference point Xd (TS 182 027 [2] and  
TS 182 028 [3]), the difference is Xd connected to MDF (TS 182 027 [2] and TS 182 028 [3]), but the Xd' 
connected to CDF. 

6.6 CDNCF - CDNCF (Yq) 
The Yq reference point is used to allow a CDNCF to proxy a request to another CDNCF for handling. This reference 
point may exist between two CDNCFs belonging to different TISPAN CDNs. 

6.7 CDF-CDF (Cf) 
The Cf reference point between CDF and CDF allows delivering content between the two CDFs for content 
distribution. The CDF is always instructed where to go to acquire content. This reference point may exist between two 
CDFs belonging to different TISPAN CDNs. 

6.8 CDNCF - IPTV Subsystem (Cu) 
The Cu reference point between CDNCF and IPTV subsystem carries IPTV service control signalling originating from 
the IPTV subsystem to CDNCF. 

6.8.1 CDNCF - IMS-based IPTV Subsystem 

In the case of an IMS-based IPTV subsystem, the Cu reference point performs the same tasks as the reference point y2 
(TS 182 027 [2]). The difference is that y2 connected to the MCF (TS 182 027 [2]), but Cu is connected to a CDNCF.  

6.8.2 CDNCF - NGN Integrated IPTV Subsystem 

In the case of an NGN Integrated IPTV subsystem, the Cu reference point performs the same tasks as the reference 
point Sa (TS 182 028 [3]). The difference is that Sa connected to the MCF (TS 182 028 [3]), but Cu is connected to a 
CDNCF. 

6.9 CDNCF - IPTV Subsystem (Qc) 
The Qc reference point between CDNCF and IPTV Subsystem allows the IPTV subsystem to query the CDNCF for the 
CCF to be contacted for content. 
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6.10 CCF - IPTV Subsystem (Ct) 
The Ct reference point between CCF and IPTV subsystem carries IPTV service control signalling originating from the 
IPTV subsystem to CCF.  

The selected CCF must fulfil the request or return an error. Redirection or relay outside the CDN is not supported. 

6.10.1 CCF - IMS-based IPTV Subsystem 

In the case of an IMS-based IPTV subsystem, the Ct reference point performs the same tasks as the reference point y2 
(TS 182 027 [2]). The difference is that y2 connected to MCF (TS 182 027 [2]), but Ct is connected to CCF.  

6.10.2 CCF - NGN Integrated IPTV Subsystem 

In the case of an NGN Integrated IPTV subsystem, the Ct reference point performs the same tasks as the reference point 
Sa (TS 182 028 [3]). The difference is that Sa connected to MCF (TS 182 028 [3]), but Ct is connected to CCF. 

6.11 CDNCF - ALF (Qq) 
The Qq reference point between CDNCF and ALF allows the CDNCF to query the ALF about the addresses having the 
requested content. The Qq reference point allows the ALF to ask the CDNCF to instruct the CCF to acquire content 
after receiving a request from the COF. This reference point also allows the CDNCF to query the content's other 
parameters (e.g. category, popularity, size, media type, generator source, etc.) from the ALF, and allows the CDNCF to 
request the ALF to ingest content. 

6.12 ALF - ALF (Qq') 
The Qq' reference point between ALFs allows one ALF to query another about the addresses having the requested 
content. It can be considered a subset of the Qq reference point between CDNCF and ALF. This reference point may 
exist between two ALFs belonging to different CDNs. 

6.13 ALF - CCF (Yy) 
The Yy reference point between ALF and CCF allows the CCF to send information on the content availability of the 
clusters, and may also be used by the CCF to query the content's parameters (e.g. category, popularity, generator source, 
etc.) from the ALF. The CCF may also utilize the Yy reference point to verify content management permissions with 
the ALF. 

6.14 ALF - COF (Yv) 
The Yv reference point between ALF and COF allows the COF to notify the ALF that content is available. This 
reference point also allows the ALF to request the COF to ingest content. 

6.15 COF - CDF (Cf') 
The Cf' reference point between COF and CDF is used to deliver content between CDF and the content origin function. 
The CF' reference point may also be used by the CDF to deliver content (e.g. UGC) to the COF for ingestion in the 
CDN, or to the COF of another CDN. 

6.16 COF - COF (Cf'') 
The Cf' reference point between two separate COFs is used to deliver content between two content origin functions. 
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7 Procedures 
NOTE: In the following clauses, when the core IMS is used, i.e. for an IMS-based IPTV subsystem, signalling 

between any 2 nodes involving the IPTV subsystem, CDNCF, and CCF goes through the IMS core. 

7.1 Request Routing Within CDN 
This procedure describes all possible outcomes within CDN for routing a session. The routing procedure can be invoked 
from any CDN session establishment procedure that requires CDN request routing support to deliver the requested 
content to a UE. This applies to both IMS-based and NGN Integrated IPTV subsystems. 

Request routing within CDN results in one of potentially several outcomes. They are as follows: 

• The first configured CDNCF locates a CDF to fulfil the requested content. If the content is not available on the 
selected CDF, the CDF needs to acquire the content in real-time from the COF. 

There are several sub-options related to real-time content acquisition from the COF: 

• The first configured CDNCF proxies the request to another CDNCF. 

• The first configured CDNCF redirects the request to another CDNCF. 

NOTE: The above are the outcomes for a single CDNCF decision; these same outcomes are also applicable in a 
recursive manner whenever another CDNCF is invoked. 

The following clauses describe detailed procedures for each of the possible session routing outcomes. Although the 
interactions show a single interface between the IPTV subsystem and the first CDNCF, the description handles both the 
Cu, and Qc interfaces as depicted in the architecture (figure 5.3.1) for interaction between the IPTV subsystem and the 
first CDNCF.  

7.1.1 CDN Request routing resolves to a CDF - Content Available 

The procedure below shows the case where the configured CDNCF selects a CDF to serve the requested content. 

1. Request for Content

CDNCF-1 ALF CCF-2 CDF-2CDNCF-2

3. Request for 

Content

CCF-1 CDF-1

6. Response

COF

2. Locate CCF

IPTV 

Subsystem

7. Response

5. Establish Delivery Session 

as per steps 5 to 7 in section 

7.6.1

4. Locate 

CDF

 

Figure 7.1.1.1: CDN Routing - CDF Located with Content Available 

The following is a summary of the steps involved in this procedure: 

1) The IPTV subsystem initiates a request to the first configured CDNCF (CDNCF1). 
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2) CDNCF1 locates a CCF that can fulfil the content request. In this case CCF1 is located.  
If the request from the IPTV subsystem does not require the simultaneous establishment of a delivery session, 
the procedure jumps to step 7 and the address of the selected CCF is included in the response. 

3) CDNCF1 forwards the request to CCF1. 

4) CCF1 locates a CDF that can fulfil the content request. In this case, CDF1 is located. 

5) Either the CCF1 establishes a delivery session to the selected CDF1 and the delivery session information is 
returned to the IPTV subsystem; or the address of selected node, CCF1 (in step 2), together with other 
information is returned to the IPTV subsystem and delivery session establishment step is not performed. 
Hence, the procedure terminates at step 2 and a response is returned accordingly. 

6) CCF1 returns a response to CDNCF1.  

7) CDNCF1 returns a response to the IPTV subsystem. 

7.1.2 CDN Request routing resolves to a CDF - Dynamic Acquisition 

In some scenarios, the content may not yet be available on the selected CDF. In these scenarios, dynamic acquisition of 
the content is triggered into the CDN. There are three cases that are considered here for such dynamic acquisition. In the 
first case, depicted in clause 7.1.2.1, the CCF triggers early dynamic acquisition before establishing the delivery 
session. In the second case, depicted in clause 7.1.2.2, the CCF triggers late dynamic acquisition when the UE initiates 
the delivery initiation request to actually start streaming the content. It is assumed here that media control signalling 
transits through the CCF. The third and final case, depicted in clause 7.1.2.3, is similar to case 2, the difference being 
that media control signalling does not transit through CCF and as a result it is the CDF that triggers late dynamic 
acquisition.  

7.1.2.1 CDN Request Routing resolves to the CDF - Early Dynamic Acquisition 

The procedure below shows the case of early dynamic acquisition, and where the requested content is located in the 
COF. In this case, the CDNCF instructs a CCF to download the content from the COF before the delivery session is 
established. The content will be retrieved from the COF and (after Delivery Initiation is requested by the UE) will be 
streamed simultaneously to the end-user. It is important that content retrieved from the COF by the CDF be faster than 
streaming to the end user to avoid buffer starvation and bad end-user experience.  
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Figure 7.1.2.1.1: CDN Request Routing Resolves to CDF -Early Dynamic Acquisition 

The following is a summary of the steps involved in this procedure: 

1) The IPTV subsystem initiates a request to the first configured CDNCF1.  

2) CDNCF1 locates a CCF that can fulfil the requested content. In this case the content is not located in any CCF. 

3) CDNCF1 queries ALF for a node that can fulfil the requested content.  

4) ALF returns a response including the COF as the only node which can fulfil the requested content.  

5) CDNCF1 consults its local policies and decides to instruct a CCF for dynamic acquisition of the content from 
the COF. 

6) The selected CCF, in turn, selects a CDF and orders it for dynamic acquisition of the requested content from 
the COF. 

7) The selected CDF starts dynamic acquisition of the content from the COF. 
If the request from the IPTV subsystem does not require the simultaneous establishment of a delivery session 
to be established the procedure jumps to step 10 and the address of the selected CCF (CCF1) is included in the 
response. 

8) CCF1 establishes a delivery session to the selected CDF and the delivery session information is returned to the 
IPTV subsystem, as well as the address of the selected CCF (CCF1).  

9) CCF1 returns a response to CDNCF1 including the session delivery information and the address of the 
selected CCF (CCF1). 

10) CDNCF1 returns a response to the IPTV subsystem. 
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11) CDF1 reports to CCF1 successful acquisition of content. 

12) CCF1 reports to ALF successful acquisition of the content by CDF1. 

7.1.2.2 CDN Request Routing resolves to CDF - Late Dynamic Acquisition triggered 
by CCF 

The procedure below shows the case for late dynamic acquisition, triggered by the CCF. It is assumed that the media 
control signalling is proxied through the CCF.  

1. Request for Content

CDNCF-1 ALF CCF-2 CDF-2CDNCF-2

3.Query

4. Response (COF)

CCF-1 CDF-1

6. Response

COF

2. Locate CCF

No CCF Located

Consult CDN 

policies

IPTV 

Subsystem

7. Response

9. Delivery Initiation Request

11.Delivery 

Initiation Request

10.Order CDF

 to fetch content

13.Delivery 

Initiation Request

Acknowledge
14. Delivery Initiation Request

Acknowledge

7. CDF starts acquiring content from COF

12. CDF starts fetching content from COF

8. Establish Delivery Session as per steps 5 to 7 in 

section 7.6.1

5. Establish Delivery Session 

as per steps 5 to 7 in section 

7.6.1

15. Report Successful content Caching

16. Report Successful content Caching

 

Figure 7.1.2.2.1: CDN Request Routing Resolves to CDF - Late Dynamic Acquisition triggered by CCF 

The following is a summary of the steps involved in this procedure: 

1) Steps 1 to 4 are identical to the steps 1 to 4 in clause 7.1.2.1. If the request from the IPTV subsystem does not 
require the simultaneous establishment of a delivery session, the procedure jumps to step 7 and the address of 
the selected CCF node (CCF1) is included in the response. 

2) In step 5, CCF1 establishes a delivery session for the selected CDF and the delivery session information is 
returned to the IPTV subsystem; as well as the address of the selected CCF node (CCF1). 

3) In step 6, CCF1 returns a response to CDNCF1. 

4) In step 7, CDNCF1 returns a response to the IPTV subsystem. 
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5) In step 8, session delivery is established, only for the case when no delivery session was previously 
established. 

6) In step 9, the UE initiates content delivery to start streaming the content. 

7) In step 10, the CCF to instruct the CDF to start dynamic acquisition of the content.  

8) In step 11, the CCF proxies the content delivery initiation request to the CDF. 

9) In step 12, the selected CDF starts dynamic acquisition of the content from the COF. 

10) In step 13 and 14 the content delivery initiation acknowledge response is proxied back to the UE via the CCF. 

11) In step 15, CDF1 reports to CCF1 successful acquisition of content. 

12) In step 16, CCF1 reports to ALF successful acquisition of the content by CDF1. 

7.1.2.3 CDN Request Routing Resolves to CDF - Late Dynamic Acquisition triggered 
by CDF 

The procedure below shows the case of late dynamic acquisition, triggered by the CDF. It is assumed that the media 
control signalling is NOT proxied through the CCF.  

1. Request for Content

CDNCF-1 ALF

9. Delivery Initiation Request

CCF-2 CDF-2CDNCF-2

3.Query

4. Response (COF)

CCF-1 CDF-1

6.Response

7. Response

COF

2. Locate CCF

No CCF Located

Consult CDN 

policies

5. Establish Delivery Session as 

per steps 5 to 7 in section 7.6.1

11. Delivery Initiation Request Acknowledge

12. Report Successful content Caching

13. Report Successful content Caching

10. CDF starts fetching content from COF

8. Establish Delivery Session as per steps 5 to 7 in 

section 7.6.1

IPTV 

Subsystem

 

Figure 7.1.2.3: CDN Request Routing Resolves to CDF - Late Dynamic Acquisition triggered by CDF 

The procedure steps in this case are similar to those in clause 7.1.2.2, the difference being the absence of the equivalent 
to step 10 in figure 7.1.2.2.1. 
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NOTE: There are several options that can be deployed to allow CDF1 to know the location where it can acquire 
the requested content when it does not have a local copy. For example, CDFs can be configured with a 
well-known COF address for that purpose, and the COF can subsequently redirect the CDF acquisition 
request to the appropriate server. Alternatively the URL received by the CDF can include the appropriate 
addressing information (or an appropriate handle allowing the CDF to use configured addressing 
information) for that purpose. 

7.1.3 CDN Request Routing resolves to a redirect to a new CDNCF 

The procedure below shows the case where a CDF able to fulfil the request could not be located by the configured 
CDNCF, and where instead, a redirect to another CDNCF is returned to the IPTV subsystem. This case is only 
applicable when the incoming request from the IPTV subsystem to the CDNCF does not require the simultaneous 
establishment of a delivery session. 

 

Figure 7.1.3.1: CDN Request Routing - Redirect to a new CDNCF 

The following is a summary of the steps involved in this procedure: 

1) The IPTV subsystem initiates a request to the first configured CDNCF (CDNCF1).  

2) CDNCF1 attempts to locate a CCF that can fulfil the request. In this case no CCF can be located. 

3) CDNCF1 queries ALF for a node that can fulfil the requested content. 

4) ALF returns a response including a list of CDNCFs, in addition to other lists of nodes that can fulfil the 
requested content. 

5) CDNCF1 consults its local policies and decides to redirect the IPTV subsystem to a new CDNCF node 
(CDNCF2) selected from the list of nodes returned from the ALF. Hence CDNCF1 returns a response to the 
IPTV subsystem to that effect. 

6) IPTV subsystem issues a new request to CDNCF2. 

( 3 ) Query

COF CDNCF 2ALF CCF1CDNCF1
IPTV 

Subsystem

( 1 )Request For 
Content

CCF2 CDF2 CDF 1 

( 4 ) Response 
( Redirect to new 

CDNCF)
(6 ) Request for Content

(2) Locate CCF

No CCF located

(4 ) Response (List of CDNCFs , etc) 

(7 ) CDNCF2 
Repeats same steps 

as CDNCF1 

Consult CDN 
policies 

( 8 ) Response
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7) CDNCF2 repeats the same procedure as CDNCF1 and one of the main outcomes discussed in clause 7.1.2 can 
result. A delivery session is established (specified in the Service Approach) and session delivery information is 
included in the session initiation response.  

8) CDNCF2 returns a response to IPTV subsystem. The response includes the appropriate information for the 
Service Approach and NGN Integrated IPTV. 

7.1.4 CDN Request Routing resolves to a proxy of the original request to 
a new CDNCF 

The procedure below shows the case where a CDF to fulfil the request content could not be located by the configured 
CDNCF, and instead a new CDNCF is selected, and the original request is proxied to the newly selected CDNCF node. 

 

Figure 7.1.4.1: CDN Request Routing - Proxy to a new CDNCF 

The following is a summary of the steps involved in this procedure: 

1) The IPTV subsystem initiates a request to the first configured CDNCF (CDNCF1).  

2) CDNCF1 attempts to locate a CCF that can fulfil the request. In this case no CCF can be located.  

3) CDNCF1 queries ALF for a node that can fulfil the requested content.  

4) ALF returns a response including a list of CDNCFs, in addition to other lists of nodes, which can fulfil the 
requested content.  

5) CDNCF consults its local policies and decides to proxy the incoming request to a CDNCF node (CDNCF2) 
selected from the list of nodes returned from ALF. Hence CDNCF1 proxies the request to CDNCF2.  

(3) Query

COF CDNCF2ALF CCF1CDNCF1

(1)Request For 
Content

CCF2 CDF 2CDF 1

(5 ) Request for Content

(2) Locate CCF

No CCF located

(4 ) Response ( List of CDNCFs)

(6) CDNCF2 
Repeats same steps 

as CDNCF1 

Consult CDN 
policies 

( 7 ) Response
(8) Response 

IPTV 
Subsystem
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6) CDNCF2 repeats the same procedure as CDNCF1 and one of the main 3 outcomes discussed in clause 7.1 can 
result from that. In the Service Approach, a delivery session is established and session delivery information is 
included in the session initiation response. In the case where the request from the IPTV subsystem requires the 
immediate establishment of a delivery session, the response included in the session initiation response includes 
session delivery information as well as the selected CCF node. If the request from the IPTV subsystem does 
not require the simultaneous establishment of a delivery session only the address of the selected CCF is 
included in the session initiation response. 

7) CDNCF2 returns a response to CDNCF1. 

8) CDNCF1 returns a response to the IPTV subsystem. 

7.1.5 CDN Request Routing for Unicast Content Download 

The initial request from the IPTV subsystem shall include an indication to distinguish a content download session from 
a content streaming session.  

For content download sessions, each node in the CDN, based on its internal policies, may decide to return its address to 
the IPTV subsystem, or locate another node that can service the request. 

As such, the address of a CDNCF, or the address of a CCF or address of a CDF can be returned to the IPTV subsystem, 
similar, where applicable, to the flows in figures 7.1.1.1 to 7.1.4.1 and subsequently to the UE, except that for unicast 
content download, no delivery session is established. 

The call flow in figure 7.1.5.1 shows the case where the address of a CCF is returned. The steps in figure 7.1.5.1 are the 
same as call flow in figure 7.1.4.1, except for steps 5 and 6. 

 

Figure 7.1.5.1: CDN Request Routing for Unicast Content Download 

( 3 ) Query

COFCDNCF2ALF CCF1CDNCF1
IPTV 

Subsystem
(1 )Request For 

Content

CCF2 CDF 2CDF 1 

( 5) Proxy the request 

(2) Locate CCF

No CCF located

(4 ) Response (List of CDNCFs , etc) 

Consult CDN 
policies 

( 8 ) Response

(6) Locate CCF 

( 7) Address of CCF 2 
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7.2 Request Initiation: Service Approach - CDNCF sends IPTV 
request to CCF 

7.2.1 Service Approach: Common Procedures 

7.2.1.1 Unicast Streaming Session Initiation - Service Approach  

The following sequence depicts the procedure for unicast streaming delivery. 

 

Figure 7.2.1.1.1: Unicast Streaming Session initiation Procedure - Service Approach 

1) The UE initiates a CoD related Request to the IPTV Subsystem. 

2) The IPTV Subsystem sends an initiation request to CDNCF. 

3) In this case, the CDNCF follows the procedure specified in clause 7.1.1 and a CCF is being selected to fulfil 
the request. Then the CCF selects a CDF and set up the delivery session. CCF returns the delivery information 
to the CCF. 

4) CDNCF returns the delivery information to the IPTV subsystem in a session initiation response.  

5) The IPTV subsystem includes the deliver information in an initiation response to the UE.  

6) The UE then performs content delivery. 
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7.2.1.2 Service Approach: CDNCF Query to ALF 

 

Figure 7.2.1.2: Content Delivery for IPTV Request (Service Approach) 

1) The UE initiates a content request which contains the content identifier and the UE's location information (e.g. 
the IP address) to the IPTV Subsystem. 

2) The IPTV Subsystem initiates a request to the CDNCF for the location of the optimal CDF for delivery of the 
requested content for the UE. 

3) The CDNCF performs the necessary routing as specified in clause 7.1.  

4) The CDNCF in this example returns the address of a CDF to the IPTV Subsystem.  

5) The IPTV Subsystem returns the information (e.g. URL) of the selected CDF to the UE.  

6) The requested content is delivered to the UE from the selected CDF.  

7.2.2 Service Approach: Additional Procedures for IMS-based IPTV 
Subsystem 

7.2.2.1 Unicast Streaming Session Initiation (No session delivery established) 

This clause describes the common CDN implications for processing the UE initiated Unicast Streaming service 
described in clause 8.4.1.1.1, and the SCF initiated Unicast Streaming service described in clause 8.4.1.1.2 of 
TS 182 027 [2]. Figure 7.2.1.1.1 outlines the different steps and messages exchanged between the CDN elements 
(CDNCF, CCF and CDF). It also outlines the CDN message exchange with the SCF, IMS CORE and UE. 
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CDFUE CDNCF CCF

2.Session initiation

 Request

4. Session initiation Request

6. Deliver session 

setup Request

CORE IMS SCF

3. CCF 

Selection

5. CDF 

Selection

7. Media Delivery

 resources assignment

8. Deliver session 

setup Response

9. Session initiation Response

10.Session initiation

 Response

11.  Session initiation response and resource 

commit as per steps 9 to 11 in clause 8.4.1.1.1 in 

[2]

1. UE initiated CoD Session Initiation as per  steps 

1 to 4 in clause 8.4.1.1.1 in [2]

 

Figure 7.2.2.1: Unicast Streaming Session initiation Procedure 

1) The UE initiates a dialogue to the CoD service. The session initiation request is routed by the Core IMS 
entities up to the SCF in charge of the requested CoD service. The SCF performs service authorization as 
described in clause 5.1 in TS 182 027 [2]. The details of this step are described in steps 1 to 4 in 
clause 8.4.1.1.1 in TS 182 027 [2]. 

2) If the UE is allowed to access the content, and the service delivery requires unicast streaming, the SCF 
forwards the session initiation request which contains the SDP that carries the UE's IP address information to 
the CDNCF. 

NOTE 1: There may be several CDNCFs in the CDN Architecture. The SCF is assumed to choose one of them 
based on service policies. Those policies are provider dependent and are out of scope of the present 
document. 

NOTE 2: Figure 7.2.1.1.1 indicates the UE initiated Unicast Streaming Session procedures. It also could be used for 
SCF initiated because there is no difference between them with respect to the CDN. 

3) The CDNCF selects a specific CCF according to the policies described in clause 5.2.1. If the Geographical 
location of the UE is used as a criteria for selecting the appropriate CCF, the CDNCF may obtain geographic 
information for the UE according to UE's IP address contained in the SDP from the session initiation request, 
and then select the appropriate CCF as an initial target. 

4) The CDNCF forwards the session initiation request to the selected CCF. 

5) The CCF selects a specific (CDF) according to the policies described in clause 5.2.2. 

6) The CCF sends a delivery session setup request, for the requested content, to the selected CDF, and establishes 
a binding between the UE initiated session request and the corresponding delivery session. 
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7) The CDF performs delivery resource allocation according to the delivery session setup request. 

8) If the CDF successfully completes the delivery resource allocation, the CDF sends a delivery session setup 
response to the CCF. It contains content control and media delivery channel information. If the CDF fails to 
complete the delivery resource allocation, the CDF returns an error message to the CCF and the CCF may send 
the delivery session setup request to another CDF. 

If the CDF's status is used as criteria for selecting the appropriate CDF by CCF, the number of total delivery 
sessions and the number of successes or failures in a statistics period for the CDF may be maintained and 
updated by CCF. The maintained data is used for selecting appropriate CDF in next period. 

9) The CCF sends a session initiation response to the CDNCF. It contains content control and media delivery 
channels information. The CCF may alter the content control and media delivery information to receive the 
streaming control commands from the UE (i.e. the CCF would act in that case as a proxy for streaming control 
commands). 

10) The CDNCF relays the session initiation response to the SCF. 

11) The SCF relays the session initiation response to the UE through the IMS Core. The IMS Core may perform 
network resource commit for the media delivery and control channels. This step is equivalent to steps 46 to 48 
in clause 8.4.1.2.2 in TS 182 027 [2], or steps 9 to 11 in clause 8.4.1.1.1 in TS 182 028 [3]. 

7.2.2.2 UE initiated Unicast Streaming Session Modification for IMS based IPTV 

This clause describes the CDN implications for processing a UE initiated Unicast Streaming Session Modification 
described in clause 8.4.2.0A of TS 182 027 [2]. 

Session modification is used to assign or renegotiate one or more content control and/or delivery channels in a session. 

Figure 7.2.2.3.1 outlines the different steps and messages exchanged between the CDN elements (CDNCF, CCF and 
CDF). It also outlines the CDN message exchange with the SCF, IMS CORE and UE. 
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Figure 7.2.2.2.1: UE initiated Unicast Streaming Session Modification Procedure 

1) The UE initiates a dialogue to the CoD service. The session modification request is routed by the Core IMS 
entities up to the SCF in charge of the requested CoD service. The SCF performs service authorization as 
described in clause 5.1 in TS 182 027 [2]. The details of this step are described in steps 1 to 3 in 
clause 8.4.2.0A in TS 182 027 [2]. 

2) If the UE is allowed to modify the session, and the SCF forwards the session modification request to the 
CDNCF selected during session initiation (clause 7.2.1.1). 

3) If the session modification does not involve content control channel assignment or renegotiation the CDNCF 
forwards the session modification request to the CCF selected in session initiation. If the session modification 
involves content control channel assignment or renegotiation the CDNCF selects a specific CCF and forwards 
the request to it. In the latter case the forwarded request is equivalent to a session initiation.  
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4) The CCF selects a specific CDF according to the policies described in clause 5.2.2 and to the session 
modification (or initiation requirements). 

5) The CCF sends a delivery session setup request, for the requested content, to the selected CDF, and establishes 
a binding between the UE initiated session request and the corresponding delivery session. 

6) The CDF performs delivery resource assignment according to the delivery session setup request. 

7) The CDF sends a delivery session setup response to the CCF. It contains content control and media delivery 
channels information. 

8) The CCF sends a session modification or initiation response to the CDNCF. It contains content control and 
media delivery channels information. The CCF may alter the content control and media delivery information 
to receive the streaming control commands from the UE (i.e. the CCF would act in that case as a proxy for 
streaming control commands). 

NOTE 1: If the session modification is a replacement of a set of existing content delivery channels by another set of 
content delivery channels. The CCF initiates the teardown of the former set of channels and their 
associated sessions. 

9) The CDNCF relays the session modification response to the SCF. 

NOTE 2: If the session modification is a replacement of a set of existing content control delivery channels by 
another set of content control and delivery channels. The CDNCF initiates the teardown of the former set 
of channels and their associated sessions. 

10) The SCF relays the session modification response to the UE through the Core IMS. The core IMS may 
perform network resource commit for the media delivery and control channels. This step is equivalent to steps 
9 to 11 in clause 8.4.1.1.1 in TS 182 027 [2]. 

7.2.2.3 CDN initiated Unicast Streaming Session Modification for IMS based IPTV 

This clause describes the CDN implications for processing a CDN initiated Unicast Streaming Session Modification 
described in clause 8.4.2.0B of TS 182 027 [2]. 

Session modification is used to assign or renegotiate one or more content control and/or delivery channels in a session. 

Figure 7.2.2.4 outlines the different steps and messages exchanged between the CDN elements (CDNCF, CCF and 
CDF). It also outlines the CDN message exchange with the SCF, IMS CORE and UE. 

Figure 7.2.2.3.1: CDNCF initiated Unicast Streaming Session Modification Procedure 

UE CDNCF CCF SCF

(2) Session Modification Req. 

CDF 

(3) equivalent to MF 
initiated CoD Session 
Modification as in steps 2 
to 3 of Clause 8.4.2.0B in 
TS 182 027 

(4) Session Modification request procedure as described in Clause 7.2.2.2 

Core IMS

(1) Session Modification Req. 
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1) The CCF initiates a session modification request routed by the Core IMS entities up to the SCF in charge of 
the ongoing CoD session. The SCF performs authorization as described in clause 5.1 in TS 182 027 [2]. 
The CDNCF forwards the session modification request to the SCF. 

 The SCF forwards the session modification request to the UE through the CORE IMS (equivalent to steps 2 
and 3 in clause 8.4.2.0B in TS 182 027 [2]). 

If the UE accepts the session modification it performs the procedure described in clause 7.2.2.2. 

NOTE: A similar procedure is applied in case of CDNCF and CDF initiated session modifications. 

7.2.2.4 SCF initiated Unicast Streaming Session Modification for IMS based IPTV 

This clause describes the CDN implications for processing an SCF initiated Unicast Streaming Session Modification 
Request. Session modification is used to assign or renegotiate one or more content control and/or delivery channels in a 
session. 

The SCF initiates a session modification request routed by the Core IMS entities up to the UE. 

If the UE accepts to the session modification it performs the procedure described in clause 7.2.2.3. 

NOTE:  In some implementations the UE may not be allowed to refuse a session modification request issued by an 
SCF unless there is a technical or compatibility reason (codecs, negotiated protocols implementation, 
etc.). 

7.2.2.5 Restricted (Forced-Playout Policies) 

The procedure for forced playout policies (restricted trickplay) of a content item has the same procedures as depicted in 
clause 7.2.1.1, with the following differences. 

Step (2) The IPTV Subsystem sends a session initiation request to CDNCF, and also indicates the content shall have 
restricted playback. The restriction indicates the following type of restrictions, including, but not limited to: 

• no fast-forward permitted; 

• no ability to seek within the content (only applies to forward direction); 

• no ability to seek beyond the content (e.g. next segment; only applies to forward direction); 

• no ability to seek backward in the content. 

Step (6) The UE will have trickplay content delivery restricted according to what was indicated in step (4). The 
following actions take place when attempting the indicated restrictions: 

• if no fast-forward permitted then change to normal speed when reaching content; 

• if no ability to seek within the content then reject request to seek within content; 

• if no ability to seek beyond the content then the seek is limited to the range from beginning to current segment 
of the content; 

• if no ability to seek backward in the content then the seek is limited to forward (depending on forward 
constraints). 

The change in delivery characteristics only impacts the communication between the CDF and UE. The CCF may or 
may not proxy the communication. If a media is being fast-forwarded and a specific content does not allow fast-forward 
then the CDF shall announce change in speed to the UE. 

The change in available speeds for a content item is not necessarily informed to the UE. The request to fast-forward in a 
restricted content may simply be rejected. 
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7.2.3 Service Approach: Additional Procedures for NGN Integrated IPTV 
Subsystem 

7.2.3.1 UE initiated Unicast Streaming Session Initiation - Coupled mode  

Figure 7.2.3.1.1 provides an overview of the information flows for content delivery flow for NGN Integrated IPTV. 

 

Figure 7.2.3.1.1: Content Delivery Flow for NGN Integrated IPTV 

1) The UE initiates a dialogue to the CoD service as described in step 1 to 7 in clause 11.2 of TS 182 028 [3]. 

2) UE initiates a request to the IPTV control for content delivery.  

3) IPTV Control selects CDNCF based upon operator defined criterions, then requests RACS to allocate 
resources between the end-points. Distributed RACS interfaces are allowed. 

4) IPTV Control initiates a content location request to the selected CDNCF. 

5) In this example, the CDNCF performs the procedure defined in clause 7.1.1 and returns the address of the 
selected CCF as well as the session delivery information for the requested content.  

NOTE: Other routing cases from 7.1 can apply and will result in a different call flow. 

6) The content location response returned to the IPTV control includes the address of the CCF as well as the 
session delivery information. 

7) The IPTV Control returns the session initiation response to the UE, including the session delivery 
information, and the address of selected CCF. 
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7.3 Request Initiation: Query Approach - CDNCF sends CCF 
address to IPTV 

This clause depicts the procedures where IPTV subsystem will take the "query approach" to locate the target cluster for 
the content request. Within the CDN, the "query approach" may be taken between CDNCF and ALF to locate a specific 
CDNCF for the content request.  

The "query approach" is applicable for both IMS IPTV subsystem and NGN Integrated IPTV subsystem, i.e. the 
message pair of "Query Request" and "Query Response" may be implemented on either IPTV subsystem 
(see clause 7.3.1). For more information of IPTV subsystems, TS 182 027 [2] and TS 182 028 [3] may be referenced. 

7.3.1 Query Approach: Common Procedures 

7.3.1.1 Query Approach: CDNCF (ALF) Query 

The call flows depict the setup for a content delivery channel using the Query Approach. 

 

Figure 7.3.1.1.1: Content Delivery for IPTV Request via Query Approach 

1) The UE initiates a content request which contains the content identifier and the UE's location information 
(e.g. the IP address) to the IPTV Subsystem. 

2) The IPTV Subsystem requests from the CDNCF the location of the optimal CCF for delivery of the 
requested content for the requested UE. 

3) The CDNCF performs the necessary routing as specified in clause 7.1 and returns the address of a CCF to 
the IPTV Subsystem. 

4) The CDNFC returns the address of the selected CCF to the IPTV Subsystem. 

5) The IPTV subsystem proceeds to set up the content delivery channel. 

6) Once the content delivery channel is successfully established, the IPTV Subsystem returns the necessary 
information to the UE.  
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7) The requested content is delivered to the UE from the selected CDF. The mode of content delivery may be 
download or unicast or downstream or whatever that is supported by both the UE and CDF. 

7.3.1.2 Unicast Streaming Initiation - Query Approach 

The following sequence depicts the procedure for unicast streaming delivery using the Query Approach. 

 

Figure 7.3.1.2.1: Unicast Streaming initiation Procedure - Query Approach 

1) The UE initiates a content request to the IPTV Subsystem. 

2) The IPTV Subsystem requests from the CDNCF the location of the optimal CCF for delivery of the content 
(the request does not require setting up a delivery service).  

3) In this case, the CDNCF follows the procedure specified in clause 7.1.1 and a CCF is being selected to fulfil 
the request.  

4) The address of CCF is returned in the content location response to the IPTV Subsystem.  

5) The IPTV Subsystem sends a content request to CCF. 

6) CCF establishes content delivery to the CDF. 

7) CCF returns the content delivery information to the IPTV subsystem.  

8) The IPTV subsystem includes the content delivery information in a response to the UE.  

9) The UE then performs content delivery.  

7.3.1.3 Restricted (Forced-Playout) Policies 

The procedure for forced playout policies (restricted trickplay) of a content item has the same procedures as depicted in 
clause 7.3.1.2 Unicast Streaming, with the following differences. 
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Step (5) The IPTV Subsystem sends a content request to the CCF, and also indicates that the content shall have 
restricted playback. The restriction indicates the type of restrictions including but not limited to: 

• no fast-forward permitted; 

• no ability to seek within the content segment (only applies to forward direction); 

• no ability to seek beyond the content (e.g. next segment; only applies to forward direction); 

• no ability to seek backward in the content. 

Step (9) The UE will have trickplay content delivery restricted according to what was indicated in step (5). The 
following actions take place when attempting the indicated restrictions: 

• if no fast-forward permitted then change to normal speed when reaching content; 

• if no ability to seek within the content then reject request to seek outside or within content; 

• if no ability to seek beyond the content then the seek is limited to the beginning of content; 

• if no ability to seek backward in the content then the seek is limited to forward. 

The change in delivery characteristics only impacts the communication between the CDF and UE. The CCF may or 
may not proxy the communication. If a media is being fast-forwarded and a specific content does not allow fast-forward 
then the CDF shall announce change in speed to the UE. 

The change in available speeds for a content item is not necessarily informed to the UE. The request to fast-forward in a 
restricted content may simply be rejected. 

7.4 Media Control Procedures 

7.4.1 Unicast Streaming Delivery - Trick Play commands - proxy via CCF 

This clause describes the procedures for delivering the content for the Unicast Streaming Initiation described in 
clause 7.3.1.2, where Trick play commands are conveyed through the CCF. The following steps are depicted in 
figure 7.4.1.1. 
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Figure 7.4.1.1: Unicast Streaming Delivery Procedure with CCF as a proxy to trick play commands 

1) The UE sends a delivery initiation request to the CCF to obtain the unicast stream. 

2) The CCF checks if the UE is allowed to issue that request and if so relays the message to the preselected CDF 
(the selection procedure is described in clause 7.3.1.2). 

3) The CDF acknowledges the delivery initiation request to the CCF. 

4) The CCF relays the acknowledgement to the UE. 

5) The CDF starts sending the unicast stream to the UE according to the delivery parameters that were 
negotiated in clause 7.3.1.2. 

NOTE: The following steps (6 to 10) may be initiated by the UE at any point in time after the delivery has been 
initiated and before it is terminated. 

6) The UE sends a Trick play command request (Pause, Play, Fast Forward, Rewind) to the CCF. 

7) The CCF checks if the UE is allowed to issue that request and if so relays the message to the preselected CDF 
(the selection procedure is described in clause 7.3.1.2). 

8) The CDF acknowledges the trick play request to the CCF. 

9) The CCF relays the acknowledgement to the UE. 

10) The CDF alters the flow depending on the trick play request. 

UE CCF 

(1) Delivery initiation request (Play) 

CDF 

(2) Delivery initiation request (Play) 

(3) Delivery initiation request acknowledge  

(4) Delivery initiation request acknowledge 

(5) Unicast Streaming Media Flow   

(6) Delivery trick play command (Play/Pause/Fast Forward/Rewind) 

(7) Delivery trick play command  

(8) Delivery trick play command acknowledge  

(9) Delivery trick play command acknowledge 

(10) Unicast Streaming Media Flow altered or interrupted according to trick play command   
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7.4.2 Unicast Streaming Delivery - Trick Play commands - direct to CDF 

This clause describes the procedures for delivering the content as a result for Unicast Streaming Initiation described in 
clause 7.3.1.2 where Trick play commands are sent directly to the CDF. The following steps are depicted in 
figure 7.4.2.1. 

 

Figure 7.4.2.1: Unicast Streaming Delivery Procedure with 
direct UE-CDF Trick play command interaction 

1) The UE sends a delivery initiation request to the CDF to obtain the unicast stream. 

2) The CDF checks if the UE is allowed to issue that request and if so acknowledges the delivery initiation 
request. 

NOTE 1: How the CDF acquires the trick-play policy and/or performs the check is out scope of the current release. 

3) The CDF starts sending the unicast stream to the UE according to the delivery parameters that were 
negotiated in clause 7.3.1.2. 

NOTE 2: The following steps (4 to 6) may be initiated by the UE at any point in time after the delivery has been 
initiated and before it is terminated. 

4) The UE sends a Trick play command request (Pause, Play, Fast Forward, Rewind) to the CDF. 

5) The CDF checks if the UE is allowed to issue that request and if so acknowledges the trick play request. 

6) The CDF alters the flow depending on the trick play request. 

UE CDF 

(1) Delivery initiation request (Play) 

(2) Delivery initiation request acknowledge 

(3) Unicast Streaming Media Flow   

(4) Delivery trick play command (Play/Pause/Fast Forward/Rewind) 

(5) Delivery trick play command acknowledge 

(6) Unicast Streaming Media Flow altered or interrupted according to trick play command 
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7.5 Upload/Upstream Generic Procedures 
The CDN may be utilized for network content storage. After the UGC is uploaded to the CDN, the UGC owner may 
access and download the UGC from the CDN. 

Figure 7.5.1 provides an overview of the information flows for UGC based content delivery procedure. 

 

Figure 7.5.1: Content Upload/Upstream Procedure 

1) The sequence is triggered by an action from the user. The user requests upload/upstream content which 
result is an upload/upstream content request from UE to the IPTV Subsystem. 

2) The IPTV Subsystem forwards the upload/upstream request to the CDNCF. 

3) A CDF is selected to receive the upload/upstream content (The method of selecting an appropriate CDF 
under the routing process of ALF/CDNCF/CCF/CDF is described in clause 7.1).  

NOTE 1: The process of selecting the target cluster and CDF for upload/upstream may be based on content 
attributes (e.g. size, media types, etc.) and/or the CDF capability (e.g. CDF status, delivery capability, 
etc.) as depicted in clause 5. 

4) The CDNCF sends the upload/upstream response to the IPTV Subsystem. 

5) The IPTV Subsystem forwards the upload/upstream response to the UE.  

6) Content is uploaded/upstreamed from the UE to the CDF. The CDF may further upload/upstream to the COF 
if required. 

NOTE 2:  Whether the content may be uploaded/upstreamed to COF is managed by the ALF, according to the 
policies needed for the service. 

7) The CDF provides reports to the CCF for the content upload/upstream. 

8) The CCF provides reports to the CDNCF for the content upload/upstream. 

9) The CCF sends new content storage information to the ALF, which updates the content identifier and 
location information appropriately. 
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NOTE 3:  The CCF shall report to the ALF for all uploaded/upstreamed content received from the UE, and the ALF 
shall maintain the location information for all the uploaded/upstreamed content.  

7.6 Generic Download Procedures 
This clause depicts the download procedures for either the IMS-based IPTV subsystem or NGN Integrated IPTV 
subsystem (see clauses 7.6.2 and 7.6.3). The interfaces associated with the CDN entities are universal to either IPTV 
subsystem. For information on the IPTV subsystems, refer to TS 182 027 [2] and TS 182 028 [3]. 

7.6.1 Unicast Download/Downstream Common Procedures 

7.6.1.1 Unicast Download Delivery - Redirect to CDF Mode 

The Redirect to CDF delivery mode procedure is shown in figure 7.6.1.1.1. 

 

Figure 7.6.1.1.1: Unicast download Delivery Procedure - redirect to CDF mode 

The Unicast download Delivery Procedure, in redirect to CDF mode, consists of the following steps: 

1) The UE initiates delivery initiation request to the CDF.  

2) The CDF replies with a Delivery initiation response containing the requested content. 

In case of a redirect from the CDF the UE shall update the Session in case it is further redirected while attempting 
delivery. 

NOTE: The advantage of this mode is that the delivery latency is reduced to minimum. The disadvantage is that 
the CCF has no real time awareness of the progress of the delivery and it is up to the UE to indicate to the 
CCF when the delivery is done or when a redirection to another CDF has occurred. 

7.6.1.2 Unicast Download Delivery - CCF Proxy Redirect Mode 

The CCF proxy redirect delivery mode procedure is shown in figure 7.6.1.2.1. 

UE

(1) Delivery initiation request (Download) 

CDF 

(2) Delivery initiation response (download) 
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Figure 7.6.1.2.1: Unicast download Delivery Procedure - Proxy Redirect mode 

The Unicast download Delivery Procedure, in Proxy Redirect mode, consists of the following steps: 

1) The UE initiates delivery initiation request to the CCF.  

2) The CCF forwards the Delivery initiation request to CDF1. 

3) If CDF1 is unable to deliver the content, it replies with a Delivery initiation Redirect response indicating that 
the request should be redirected to another CDF.  

4) The CCF forwards the Delivery initiation request to CDF 2. 

5) If CDF2 is unable to deliver the content, it replies with a Delivery initiation Redirect response indicating that 
the request should be redirected to another CDF.  

6) Steps 4 and 5 can be reiterated until a CDF (i.e. CDFn) is able to deliver the requested content. 

7) The CCF relays the response from the CDF able to deliver content, to the UE. 

7.6.1.3 Unicast Download Delivery in CCF triangular Proxy Mode 

The CCF triangular proxy delivery mode procedure is shown in figure 7.6.1.3.1. 

UE CCF 

(1) Delivery initiation request (Download) 

CDF1 

(2) Delivery initiation request (Download) 

(3) Delivery initiation Redirect  (CDF2) 

CDF2 

CDFn 

………. 

(4) Delivery initiation request (Download) 

(2n-1) Delivery initiation Redirect  (CDFn) 

. 

. 

. 

CDFn-1 (5) Delivery initiation Redirect  (CDF3) 

(2n) Delivery initiation request (Download) 

(2n+1) Delivery initiation response (download) 

(6) Delivery initiation response (download) 
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Figure 7.6.1.3.1: Unicast download Delivery Procedure - CCF Triangular Proxy mode 

The Unicast download Delivery Procedure, CCF Triangular Proxy mode consists of the following steps: 

1) The UE initiates delivery initiation request to the CCF.  

2) The CCF forwards the Delivery initiation request to the CDF. Before sending the request over the network the 
CCF alters the request so that the source would be the UE (or the NAT where the request originated from). 

3) The CDF replies with a Delivery initiation response containing the requested content directly to the UE as if 
the request was issued from the UE. 

NOTE: The advantage of this mode is that the CCF has real time awareness of the progress of the delivery 
without being in copy of the contents. 

7.6.1.4 Unicast Download Delivery in Redirect Mode 

The Redirect mode procedure for unicast content download delivery is shown in figure 7.6.1.4.1. 

 

Figure 7.6.1.4.1: Unicast Download Delivery Procedure - Redirect Mode 

UE CDNCF 

(2) Delivery request 

CCF 

(5) Delivery redirection response 

 

(3) Delivery redirection response 

(4) Delivery request 

(1) UE performs content selection 
procedures, and gets the URI pointing to 
the CDNCF 

CDF 

(8) CDF delivery status report 

(7) Delivery response with the content. 

 

(6) Delivery request 

UE CCF 

(1) Delivery initiation request (Download)  

CDF 

(2) Delivery initiation request (Download) 

………. 

(3) Delivery initiation response (download) 

Change source of 
request so that it 
appears to be the UE  
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The Unicast Download Delivery Procedure, in Redirect Mode consists of the following steps: 

1) The UE get the CDNCF's URI pointing to the CDNCF from the content selection procedures as described in 
IMS based IPTV architecture [2] and NGN Integrated IPTV subsystem architecture [3], and then the UE 
continue the following procedures. 

2) The UE initiates delivery request to the CDNCF, and carries the content identifier of the content to be 
downloaded.  

3) The CDNCF selects a specific CCF and replies UE with the redirection response carrying the address of the 
selected CCF. 

4) Then the UE initiates delivery request to the CCF, and carries the content identifier of the content to be 
downloaded.  

5) The CCF selects a specific CDF and replies UE with the redirection response carrying the address of the 
selected CDF. 

6) The UE initiates delivery request to the CDF, carries the content identifier.  

7) The CDF responds to UE containing the requested content.  

NOTE: The CCF and CDF can act as one cluster, and returns the content to UE. 

8) The CDF reports the content delivery status to CCF on the completion of the delivery, e.g. CDF reports that 
the requested content-1 is successfully delivered to UE. 

7.6.2 Unicast Download/Downstream Session Initiation for IMS based 
IPTV 

This clause describes the processing for a UE -initiated Unicast Download service described in clauses 8.18.1 and 
8.18.2 of TS 182 027 [2]. The procedures for UE-initiated Content Download and SCF initiated Content Download 
Service are included in this clause. Figure 7.6.1 outlines the different steps and messages exchanged between the CDN 
elements (CDNCF, CCF and CDF). It also outlines the CDN message exchange with the SCF, IMS CORE and UE. 
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CDFUE CDNCF CCF

2.Session initiation

 Request

CORE IMS SCF

1.  UE or SCF initiated Session Initiation 

Procedures Steps as in TS 182 027 Clause 

8.18.1 steps 1 and 2 or 8.18.2 step 1 

3. CDN internal routing of request as described in Clause 7.1

4. Media content download delivery channel establish as described in TS 182 027 Clause 8.18.2 step 3 

5.Session initiation

 Response

6.Session initiation response as in TS 182 

027 Clause 8.18.1 steps 6-8 or  TS 182 027 

Clause 8.18.2 step 4

7.  unicast  download content  delivery 

 

Figure 7.6.2.1: UE initiated Unicast Download Session initiation Procedure 

1) The UE or SCF initiates a dialogue for unicast content download service:  

a) For UE initiated Unicast Content Service, this step is the same as the UE Session Initiation procedure in 
TS 182 027 [2] clause 8.18.1 steps 1 and 2. 

b) For SCF initiated Unicast Content Service, this step is the same as SCF Session Initiation procedure in 
TS 182 027 [2] clause 8.18.2 step 1. Depending on the order in which the SCF sends out the session 
initiation requests, step 2 may proceed step 1 or be executed in parallel. 

2) The SCF forwards the session initiation request to the selected CDNCF for unicast download service. 

NOTE:  The initiation request is authorized by SCF for UE initiated Unicast Download Service and the UE makes 
logical check as the step 2 in clause 8.18.2 of TS 182 027 [2]. 

3) The CDN internal request routing is performed as in clause 7.1. In this example the address of a CDF is 
returned.  

4) The address of CDF is returned in a response to the SCF.  

5) The Session initiation response is returned to the UE as in TS 182 027 [2] clause 8.18.1 steps 6-8 for 
UE-initiated Unicast Download Service, or as in TS 182 027 [2], clause 8.18.2 step 4 for SCF-initiated Unicast 
Download Service. 

6) UE initiates the content download delivery request to the CDF.  
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7.6.3 Unicast Download/Downstream initiation for NGN Integrated IPTV 

In general, the procedures for Download/Downstream initiation are same as clause 7.6.2 for either IPTV subsystem. 

Comparing the procedures in two IPTV subsystems, it is the SCF in the IMS based IPTV subsystem, and the "IPTV 
Control" entity in the NGN Integrated IPTV subsystem, which provide initiation signalling with the CDNCF. 

7.7 Termination Procedures 
This clause depicts the termination procedures involving the IPTV subsystem and CDN. 

Clause 7.7.1 gives the generic termination procedures that are applicable on either the query approach or service 
approach on CDN routing mechanism.  

Clause 7.7.2 gives the additional termination procedures of Query Approach on either IPTV subsystem. 

Clause 7.7.3 gives the additional termination procedures for the IMS based service approach. If to implement the 
termination procedures on NGN Integrated IPTV subsystem, the interface between IPTV subsystem and CDN would be 
the same while the corresponding entity in the NGN Integrated IPTV subsystem to connect the CDNCF will be the 
entity of "IPTV Control" rather than SCF in IMS based IPTV subsystem. 

7.7.1 Generic Termination Procedures 

7.7.1.1 UE-Initiated Termination 

The following sequence depicts the procedure for UE initiated termination for unicast streaming. 

 

Figure 7.7.1.1.1: UE-Initiated Termination  

1) The UE initiates termination towards the IPTV Subsystem. 

2) The IPTV Subsystem, in turn, initiates a content delivery termination towards the CCF, which in turn 
initiates a content delivery termination towards the CDF. 

3) The IPTV System returns to the UE the termination response. 

7.7.1.2 IPTV Subsystem-Initiated Termination  

The following sequence depicts the procedure for IPTV Subsystem initiated termination of unicast streaming. 
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UE IPTV Subsystem CDNCF CCF CDF

1. Termination Request/Response

2. Terminate the Content Delivery 

 

Figure 7.7.1.2.1: IPTV Subsystem-Initiated Termination 

1) The IPTV Subsystem initiates termination towards the UE. 

2) The IPTV subsystem initiates the termination to the CCF for content delivery, which in turn initiates 
termination to the CDF for content delivery. 

7.7.2 Additional Termination Procedures - Query Approach 

7.7.2.1 CCF initiated Termination - Query Approach 

The following sequence depicts the procedure for CCF triggered termination of unicast streaming.  

 

Figure 7.7.2.1.1: CCF Initiated Termination  

1) The CCF imitates content delivery termination towards the CDF. 

2) The CCF announces to the IPTV subsystem that delivery is terminated. 

3) The IPTV Subsystem initiates the content delivery termination towards the CCF. 

4) The CCF reports to the IPTV Subsystem the content delivery termination response.  

5) The IPTV Subsystem also initiates termination towards the UE. 
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7.7.2.2 CDF initiated Termination - Query Approach 

 

Figure 7.7.2.2.1: CDF initiated Termination (Query Approach) 

1) The CDF announces to the CCF that the content delivery is terminated. 

2) The CCF announces to the IPTV subsystem that the content delivery is terminated. 

3) The IPTV Subsystem initiates the content delivery termination towards the CCF. 

4) The CCF initiates the content delivery termination towards the CDF. 

5) The CCF reports to the IPTV Subsystem the content delivery termination response. 

6) The CDF reports to the CCF the content delivery termination response. 

7) The IPTV Subsystem also initiates termination towards the UE. 

7.7.3 Additional Termination Procedures - Service Approach - IMS-based 
Subsystem 

7.7.3.1 CCF Initiated Session Termination - IMS-based Service Approach 

The following sequence depicts the procedure for CCF triggered termination of unicast streaming using the Service 
Approach. 
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SCF CDNCF CCF CDF

3. Session Termination

Request

2. Session Termination

Request

1. Terminate the Content

Delivery Session 

IMS CoreUE

6. Session Termination and 

response 

4. Session Termination

Repsonse
5. Session Termination

Repsonse

 

Figure 7.7.3.1.1: CCF initiated Session Termination (Service Approach) 

1) CCF and CDF terminate the content delivery session. The CCF SHALL issue a termination request to the 
CDF, after the CDF terminates the media delivery session, it SHALL response to CCF. 

2) CCF initiates Session Termination Request to CDNCF; 

3) CDNCF forwards the Session Termination Request to SCF; 

4) SCF responds to CDNCF; 

5) CDNCF forwards the response to CCF; 

6) SCF initiates Session Termination to UE via IMS Core and UE responds. 

7.7.3.2 CDF initiated Session Termination - IMS-Based Service Approach 

SCF CDNCF CCF CDF

3. Session Termination

Request

2. Session Termination

Request

1. Announce Session 

Termination

IMS CoreUE

6. Session Termination and 

response 

4. Session Termination

Repsonse
5. Session Termination

Repsonse

7. Terminate the Content 

Delivery Session 

 

Figure 7.7.3.2.1: CDF initiated Session Termination (Service Approach) 

1) The CDF announces to the CCF that the content delivery session is terminated. 

2) CCF initiates Session Termination Request to CDNCF. 
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3) CDNCF forwards the Session Termination Request to SCF. 

4) SCF responds to CDNCF. 

5) CDNCF forwards the response to CCF. 

6) SCF initiates Session Termination to UE via IMS Core and UE responds. 

7) CCF and CDF terminates the content delivery session. The CCF SHALL issue a termination request to CDF, 
after CDF tears down the media delivery session, it SHALL response to CCF. 

7.7.3.3 UE initiated Session Termination (IMS-based Service Approach - CCF Proxy 
Mode) 

 

Figure 7.7.3.3.1: UE initiated Session Termination (IMS-based Service Approach /CCF Proxy Mode) 

1) UE initiates termination request to SCF via IMS Core as defined in TS 182 027 [2]. The details of this step are 
described in steps 1 to 3 in clause 8.4.3.1 in TS 182 027 [2]. 

2) SCF sends Session Termination Request to CDNCF to request to terminate the Unicast Streaming Session. 

3) CDNCF forwards the Session Termination Request to CCF. 

4) The CCF terminates the Content Delivery Session on the CDF. 

5) CCF responds to CDNCF. 

6) CDNCF forwards the response to SCF. 

7) SCF forwards the response to UE via IMS Core as defined in TS 182 027 [2]. The details of this step are 
described in step 7 in clause 8.4.3.1 in TS 182 027 [2]. 

NOTE: This procedure may also apply in the case of an IMS Subsystem-initiated termination. 

7.7.3.4 SCF initiated Session Termination - IMS-Based Service Approach 

This is the SCF initiated Session Termination, the session Termination Request sent to CDN and UE by SCF. 
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Figure 7.7.3.4.1: SCF initiated Session Termination (Service Approach) 

1) SCF sends Session Termination Request to CDNCF to request to terminate the Unicast Streaming Session. 

2) CDNCF forwards the Session Termination Request to CCF. 

3) CCF terminates the Content Delivery Session.  

4) CCF responds to CDNCF. 

5) CDNCF forwards the response to SCF. 

6) SCF sends a Session Termination Request to UE and UE responds as defined in n TS 182 027 [2]. The details 
of this step are described in steps 3 to 7 in clause 8.4.3.1 in TS 182 027 [2]. 

7.8 Content Management Procedures within CDN 
This part describes the procedures for content ingestion and deployment in the CDN. 

7.8.1 Content Ingestion Procedures 

7.8.1.1 Procedures for pre-positioning 

 

Figure 7.8.1.1.1: Content pre-positioning 
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1) The COF may be externally trigger to retrieve content. 

2) The content is acquired by the COF.  

NOTE: How the COF acquires the content is out of scope. 

3) COF issues a Content Ingestion notification to the ALF when a new media content has been acquired. 

4) ALF answers to the notification. 

7.8.1.2 Procedures for dynamic acquisition 

Content ingestion through dynamic ingestion is covered in clause 7.1.2. 

7.8.2 Content Deployment Procedures 

7.8.2.1 Receiver driven pre-positioned content deployment 

This clause describes the procedures for Content Ingestion for within CDN when pre-positioning is triggered by the 
receiver.  

CDFCDNCF CCF

4. Content Deployment Request

6. Content Deployment 

Request

ALFCOF

3. CCF 

Selection

5. CDF 

Selection

1. CDNCF selection

7. Content Deployment

Response

8. Content Deployment 

Response

2.Content Deployment Request

9. Content Deployment Response

10. Receiver driven data acquisition

14. Content Updating 

Notification Response

11. Content Deployment

Notification

13. Content Updating 

Notification 

12. Content Deployment

Notification Response

 

Figure 7.8.2.1.1: Receiver driven pre-positioned content deployment 
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1) ALF selects one or several CDNCF(s) to get the content. 

2) ALF sends a Content deployment request to the selected CDNCF(s). 

3) CDNCF enforces specific content deployment policy and selects one or multiple clusters to receive the 
content. 

4) CDNCF sends content deployment request to the CCF of the selected cluster(s). 

5) CCF selects on or multiple CDFs according to specific deployment policy to receive the content. 

6) CCF forwards the request to selected CDFs. 

7~9) CDF responds to CDNCF and then it forwards to ALF that the content could be deployed into the selected 
CDF. 

10) Receiver driven data acquisition Content is transferred between COF and CDF. 

11) Content deployment notification to the CDF after receiving the content. 

12)  Content deployment notification response from the CCF to the CDF. 

13) CCF issues content updating notification to ALF. 

14) ALF responds to the notification. 

7.8.2.2 Sender driven pre-positioned content deployment 

This clause describes the procedures for Content deployment within the CDN when content pre-positioning is triggered 
by the sender.  
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Figure 7.8.2.2.1: Sender driven pre-positioned content deployment 

1) ALF selects one or several CDNCF(s) to get the content. 

2) ALF sends a Content deployment request to the selected CDNCF. 

3) CDNCF enforces specific content deployment policy and selects one or multiple clusters to receive the 
content. 

4) CDNCF sends content deployment request to the CCF of the selected cluster(s). 

5) CCF selects on or multiple CDFs according to specific deployment policy to receive the content. 

6~7) CCF answers to CDNCF and then it forwards to ALF that the content could be deployed into the selected CDF. 

8) Sender driven data acquisition Content is transferred between COF and CDF. 

9) Content deployment notification to the CDF after receiving the content.  

10) Content deployment notification response from the CCF to the CDF. 

11) CCF issues content updating notification to ALF. 

12) ALF responds to the notification.  
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7.9 Content Replication within the CDN 
The CDNCF periodically monitors the content usage within clusters and makes storage adjustments to enable high 
availability of CDN service.  

Content copies that are rarely requested during a given time range are removed from the CDF, while content that is 
frequently requested within a time range will be duplicated onto another CDF in order to increase availability. 

7.9.1 Duplication of Content Copy within Cluster 

CDNCFALFCCF CDF-1

3. Duplicate Request 

5. Duplicate Response 

7. Content duplication  notification

6. Update the Datebase

CDF-2

4. Content Delivery 

1. Trigger 

2. CCF selects a CDF.

 

Figure 7.9.1.1: Duplication of Content Copy within Cluster 

1) An (optional) external or internal trigger is sent to CCF for initiating the duplication of content copy. 

2) The CCF selects an appropriate CDF in the same cluster as the CDF-2 and requests the CDF-1 to duplicate 
that content copy and deliver a copy to CDF-2. 

3) The CCF requests the CDF-1 to duplicate that content copy and to deliver a copy to another CDF (CDF-2) 
within the same cluster. 

4) The CDF-1 duplicates and delivers a copy to the CDF-2. 

5) The CDF-1 responds to the CCF of the content copy's duplication. 

6) The CCF sends new content storage information to the ALF which updates the location and other parameters 
appropriately. 

7) The CCF notifies the CDNCF for the duplication. 

NOTE:  Steps 2 through 5 may be conducted repeatedly. 
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7.9.2 Duplication between two Clusters under the same CDNCF 

 

Figure 7.9.2.1: Duplication of Content Copy between two Clusters under the same CDNCF 

1) An (optional) external or internal trigger is sent to CDNCF for initiating the duplication of content copy. 

2)  The CDNCF (optionally) sends the metrics request to the CCF for acquiring the statistics of request for the 
content in a time range. 

3) If step 2 occurs, the CCF returns the CDNCF the record of usage information of that specific content that may 
contain the UE's identifier, content copy identifier(s), content issuer and the number of content requests in the 
specific period. 

4) If the CDNCF judges that the content is frequently requested in that specific period and the total number of 
requests for that copy of that content is greater than a threshold (in terms of the distribution and the request 
frequency of the requesting Ues for that content), the CDNCF determines whether to duplicate the copy to 
another cluster or within the same cluster. If it is to duplicate and deliver content to another cluster also under 
the control of CDNCF itself, the CDNCF selects the CCF(CCF-2) which controls a proper cluster to receive 
and maintain the duplicate copy. 

5) CDNCF sends the Duplicate Request to the selected CCF-2. 

6) CCF-2 selects an appropriate CDF (CDF-2) to receive and maintain the duplicate copy. 

7) CCF-2 returns the Duplication Response which contains the information of the selected CDF (CDF-2) to 
CDNCF. 

8) CDNCF selects a CCF(CCF-1) and the selected CCF(CCF-1) selects an appropriate CDF(CDF-1) that will 
duplicate and deliver the content copy to the CDF-2. 

9) Content Delivery: 
For Push mode; CCF-1 will control the CDF-1 duplicate and deliver a content copy to the CDF-2. CCF-1 also 
sends the new content storage information to the ALF which updates the location and other parameters 
appropriately. 

 For Pull mode; CCF-2 will control the CDF-2 to acquire the duplicate copy from CDF-1 which will generate 
the duplicate copy. CCF-2 also sends the new content storage information to the ALF which updates the 
location and other parameters appropriately. 
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10) CCF-2 updates the ALF database with the new content information in the cluster. 

11) CCF-2 notifies the CDNCF that the content is available in the cluster. 

NOTE:  Steps 4 through 11 may be conducted repeatedly. 

7.9.3 Duplication between two Clusters under different CDNCFs 

 

Figure 7.9.3.1: Duplication of Content Copy between two Clusters under different CDNCFs 

1) An (optional) external or internal trigger is sent to CDNCF for initiating the duplication of content copy. 

2) CDNCF-1 sends the CDNCF Query Request to ALF seeking the CDNCFs that may respond a content request. 

3) Based on the knowledge of the location information of CDNCFs, clusters and the content location information 
in each cluster, ALF searches its database whether the request content can be matched. If matched record(s) 
have been found, ALF selects at least one appropriate CDNCF (as specified in clause 5.2.4) that controls a 
cluster appropriate for the UE's address for the content request, as the target CDNCF and returns the 
information (e.g. identifier) of the target CDNCF(s) to the source CDNCF (CDNCF-1); if no match is found, 
the ALF returns failure information to CDNCF-1 and this procedure is stopped. 

4) CDNCF-1 selects an appropriate CDNCF (CDNCF-2) that controls a cluster able to duplicate and deliver a 
content copy to the cluster which is under the control of CDNCF-1, and sends the Duplicate Request to 
CDNCF-2. 

5) CDNCF-2 selects a CCF (CCF-2) and the selected CCF-2 selects a CDF (CDF-2) for the Duplicate Request.  

6) CDNCF-2 returns the information of the selected CDF-2 to CDNCF-1. 

7) CDNCF-1 selects an appropriate CCF(CCF-1), and the selected CCF-1 selects an appropriate CDF(CDF-1) 
that may receive the duplicate content copy. 
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8) Content Delivery: 
For Push mode; CCF-2 will control CDF-2 to duplicate and deliver a content copy to the CDF-1. CCF-1 will 
also send the new content storage information to the ALF which will update its storage information 
respectively. 

 For Pull mode; CCF-1 will control CDF-1 to acquire the duplicate copy from CDF-2 which will generate the 
duplicate copy. CCF-1 also sends the new content storage information to the ALF which updates the location 
and other parameters appropriately. 

9) CCF-1 updates the ALF database with the new content information in the cluster. 

10) CCF-1 notifies the CDNCF that the content is available in the cluster. 

NOTE: Steps 4 through 11 may be conducted repeatedly. 

7.9.4 Media Relay based Unicast Streaming Delivery for IMS based IPTV 

7.9.4.1 Content Deployment & Delivery Flow by media relay between two Clusters 

Figure 7.9.4.1.1 provides an overview of the information flows for media relay based unicast streaming delivery flow 
among clusters. 

 

Figure 7.9.4.1.1: Content Delivery Flow by media relay among clusters 

1) The sequence is triggered by an action from the user. The user requests unicast content which result is a 
unicast session request from UE to the Core IMS. 

2) The Core IMS forward the service session request to the CDNCF. 
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3) The CDNCF selects Cluster 1 to serve the UE, according to the delivery policy. 

4) The CDNCF sends the session request to the selected CCF of Cluster 1. 

5) Optionally, if Cluster 1 has the serving capability but the requested content is not in Cluster 1, the CDNCF 
indicates to Cluster 1 to acquire the media from Cluster 2. The Cluster 1 gets the content from Cluster 2 as 
specified in clause 7.9.2. 

NOTE 1: The CDF within Cluster 1 can read the content remotely from the CDF within Cluster 2 or download the 
content when it is popular according to the content deployment policy. 

NOTE 2: Resource reservation may be required between Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 to assure delivery of content to 
Cluster 1. 

6) The CCF of Cluster 1 sends the session request to the appropriate CDF of Cluster 1 and setup the content 
delivery session. 

7) The CCF of Cluster 1 sends the acknowledge message to the CDNCF. 

8) The CDNCF sends the service session setup response to the Core IMS. 

9) The Core IMS forwards the service session response to the UE. Reserved resource is committed in this step.  

NOTE 3: After this step, Stream Control requests generated by the UE are targeted to the CDF of Cluster 1 directly 
or via CCF of Cluster 1, then UE receives stream from CDF of Cluster 1. 

NOTE 4: Step 1 refers to step 1 to 4 in clause 8.4.1.1.1 in TS 182 027 [2] and step 9 refer to Step 7 to 11 in 
clause 8.4.1.1.1 in TS 182 027 [2]. 

NOTE 5: Resource reservation in step 9 refers to the streaming resources from the CDF within Cluster 1 to the UE. 

7.9.4.2 Content Delivery Flow by media relay via Centre Cache 

This clause gives two service flows for media relay based unicast streaming deliver flow via Centre Cache for PUSH or 
PULL respectively as depicted in figures 7.9.4.2.A and 7.9.4.2.B. 

The Centre Cache can be a cloud network, a super server or a cluster. If the Centre Cache is constituted by a cluster, it 
will contain the CCF and CDF, while for the content delivery flow, the interactions between the CCF and CDF within 
the Centre Cache will not be defined in the present document. 
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Figure 7.9.4.2.A: Content Delivery Flow PUSH by media relay via Centre Cache 

1) The SCF initiates the content PUSH.  

2) The media content is PUSHed to Cluster 1 by the Centre Cache. 

3) At suitable occasion, the content in Cluster 1 is activated for the content service. Before the activation, the 
content will not be able for content service. 

4) The Content is delivered to UE as described in steps 1 to 4 and 7 to 9 in figure 7.9.4.1.1. 
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Figure 7.9.4.2.B: Content Delivery Flow PULL by media relay via Centre Cache 

1) The UE initiates the content PULL.  

2) The request is forwarded to Cluster 1. The media content is then PULLed by Cluster 1 from the Centre Cache.  

3) At suitable occasion, the content in Cluster 1 is activated for the content service. Before the activation, the 
content will not be able for content service. 

4) The Content is delivered to UE as described in steps 7 to 9 in figure 7.9.4.1.1. 

7.10 Procedures of Content Removal 
The following clauses describe the procedures of Content removal for CDN.  

7.10.1 Procedures for Content Removal CCF initiated 

A CCF may be triggered and may choose to remove a content item, or some copies of this content from its cluster. 
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Figure 7.10.1.1: Content Removal CCF initiated 

1) CCF can be internally or externally triggered to remove copy(ies) of content. 

2) When it is the last copy of the cluster, unless it is a mandatory removal request, the CCF should request the 
ALF the authorization to delete content from its cluster. 

3) If step 2 occurs, the ALF should answers the CCF the authorization to delete the content. 

4) CCF sends a content removal request to the CDF. 

5) CDF deletes the content. 

6) CDF answers the CCF that the content has been deleted. 

7) CCF notifies the ALF that the content (or a copy of the content) is deleted from its cluster. 

8) CCF notifies the CDNCF that the content (or a copy of the content) is deleted from its cluster. 

CDNCF CCF CDF ALF 

(6) Content Removal Response 

(7) Content Deletion Notification 

(5) Content 
Deletion 

(8) Content Deletion Notification 

(1) Trigger 

(3) Content  Removal Authorization Response 

(4) Content  Removal Request 

(2) Content  Removal Authorization Request 
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7.10.2 Procedures for Content Removal CDNCF initiated 

 

Figure 7.10.2.1: Content Removal CDNCF initiated 

1) An (optional) external or internal trigger is sent to CDNCF for initiating the deletion of content copy. 

2) The CDNCF (optionally) sends the metrics request to the CCF acquiring the statistics of the content usage in a 
time range. 

3) If step 2 occurs, the CCF returns the CDNCF the record of usage information of that specific content that may 
contain the UE's identifier, content copy identifier(s), content issuer and the number of content requests in the 
specific period. 

4) If the CDNCF judges that the content is not frequently used in that specific period and the total number of 
requests is less than a down threshold, CDNCF requests the CCF to delete the desired content copy(s). 

5) CCF initiated deletion as shown in procedure 7.10.1. 

6) The CCF responds to the CDNCF of the content copy's deletion. 

NOTE: Steps 4 through 8 may be conducted repeatedly. 

7.10.3 Procedures for Mandatory Content Removal COF initiated 

This clause describes the procedures of Content Removal for CDN. A content item may need to be removed from the 
CDN in case of right violation for example (e.g. content reproducing a part of a movie without the allowance of the 
content owner). 
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Figure 7.10.3.1: COF initiated MandatoryContent Removal 

1) Optionally, the COF may be instructed to remove all the copies of a content item from the CDN. 

2) If present on the COF, the COF should delete content. 

3) COF issues a Content removal notification to notify the ALF to delete all the copies of a content item. 

4) ALF selects CDNCF(s) that are known to manage CCF(s) having the content. 

5) ALF sends a Content removal request to the selected CDNCF(s). 

6) CDCNF initiated content removal (as shown in clause 7.10.2). 

NOTE:  Steps 5 and 6 should be repeated for each CDNCF containing the content. 

7) CDNCF sends a content removal response to the ALF. 

8) ALF sends a content removal response to the COF. 

7.10.4 Procedures for COF Content Removal  

This clause describes the procedures of Content Removal for COF. Content may need to be removed from the COF in 
case of space management. 
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(3) Content  Removal Notification 

COF ALF 

(4) Content Removal response 

(2) Content 
Deletion 

(1) ExternalTrigger 
 

 

Figure 7.10.4.1: COF Content Removal 

1) Optionally, the COF may be instructed to remove content. 

NOTE: In the case where the COF is not serving as a centre cache, the COF may also initiate removal of all the 
copies of a content item from the CDN as shown in clause 7.9.3. 

2) The COF deletes content. 

3) COF issues a Content removal notification to notify the ALF that the content is not available on the COF 
anymore. 

4) ALF sends a content removal response to the COF. 

7.10.5 Procedures for Content Removal on CDF (Optional procedure) 

The call flow depicts the case when a CDF deletes content from its cache. 

 

CDNCF CCF CDF ALF 

(2) Content Removal Request 

(4) CCF initiated content removal (7.10.1) 

(1) CDF based internal 
triggers decides to 
delete a content 

(3) Content Removal Response 

 

Figure 7.10.5.1: CDF Content Removal 
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The following is a description of the steps in the call flow for CDF Content removal: 

1) Based on internal triggers in the CDF, the CDF decides to delete content from its cache. 

2) CDF issues a message to the CCF requesting the deletion of content. 

3) CCF answers to the CDF that its request has been received. 

4) CCF initiated content removal (as described in clause 7.10.1). 
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Annex A (informative): 
CDN steps description 
This annex describes the CDN steps depicted in clause 4.2. Figure A.1 highlights four steps related to Content 
Distribution processes and delimits the scope of standardization work: 

1) The first step is content acquisition. This is how the CDN provider gets the content in the first place from the 
content source. The content source can be a content provider or a user (in case of UGC). The obtained content 
is not immediately deliverable it has to go through a preparation phase which is part of the ingestion step. 

2) The second step is content ingestion. It contains two main activities: Content Preparation and Deployment 
Policy management: 

- Content Preparation includes content checking, coding adjustment, protection, adaptation, metadata 
association. 

- Deployment Policy management dictates the rules for content deployment (e.g. popular content - wide-
spread deployment; regional content - deployed depending on geographical location; seldom-used 
content - deployed on central servers). 

- Ingestion results in placing "ready for delivery" content in an initial storage location. 

3) The third step is deployment. This is where the content is duplicated to several copies or chunks and spread to 
multiple storage locations in the CDN. The deployment respects the deployment rules elaborated in the 
ingestion step. 

- Deployment results in indicating to the service layer that the content is ready for delivery. At this point 
users will be able to request it. 

4) The fourth step is delivery. This is where the content is delivered from the most appropriate location to the 
users. Delivery is always initiated by the user or the service (including advertising use cases). 
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Figure A.1: CDN steps description 
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Annex B (normative): 
CDN Mapping to IPTV Subsystems 

B.1 CDN Mapping to IMS-based IPTV Subsystem 
(TS 182 027) 

For the IMS-based IPTV Subsystem, the Content Delivery Network (CDN) may take the place of the IPTV Media 
Function described in TS 182 027 [2], clause 5.1.5.3. 
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Figure B.1.1: CDN Mapping to IMS-based IPTV Subsystem 

The CDNCF and the CCF take the place of the MCF. The CDF in charge of content delivery takes the place of the 
MDF. The ALF and COF do not replace specific IMS IPTV functional entities. 

B.2 CDN Mapping to NGN Integrated IPTV Subsystem 
(TS 182 028) 

For the NGN Integrated IPTV subsystem, the Content Delivery Network (CDN) may take the place of the IPTV Media 
Function (MF, including MCF and MDF) described in TS 182 028 [3], clause 5.1.1. 

The NGN Integrated IPTV should be interconnected with Content Delivery Networks (CDN) as follows: 

• IPTV Control (IPTV-C) interconnected with CDN via reference point Cu, Qt (CDNCF) or Ct (CCF) to 
initiate/request and control media delivery. 
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• UE interconnected with CDN via reference point Xc' (to CCF) and Xc''/Xd' (to CDF) using same protocols as 
over Xc (to MCF) and Xd (to MDF) reference point. 
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Figure B.2.1: CDN Mapping to NGN Integrated IPTV Subsystem 

The CDNCF and the CCF take the place of the MCF. The CDF in charge of content delivery takes the place of the 
MDF. The ALF and COF do not replace any specific core IPTV functional entities.  

NOTE:  There can be an inter- relationship with or overlapping of functionalities between the ALF and COF, with 
NGN Integrated IPTV supporting functions like Media Acquisition Function, Media Preparation FE 
and/or Media Distribution FE (see figure 2: NGN IPTV functional architecture in [3] and clause 5.1.2). 
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Annex C (informative): 
Architectural Topologies 
CDNs may be deployed in several architectural topologies, including Single-Instance, Flat, and Hierarchical, as 
described in the clauses which follow. Hybrid topologies mixing these styles are also possible. 

C.1 Single-Instance CDN Architecture 
A Single-Instance topology of a CDN acts as an evolvable implementation of the Media Function (MF), with a single 
CDNCF-managing one or more clusters providing the Media Control Function (MCF) and Media Delivery 
Function (MDF) described within the IMS-based IPTV Subsystem (TS 182 027 [2]) and/or the NGN Integrated IPTV 
Subsystem (TS 182 028 [3]).  

 

Figure C.1.1: Single-Instance CDN Topology 

C.2 Flat CDN Architectural Topology 
A Flat CDN topology consists of multiple CDNCFs, all connected to at least one ALF, each CDNCF managing one or 
more clusters, interacting when necessary by exchanging control information. At least one ALF is mandatory for a 
CDN.  
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NOTE: Connections between CDNCFs at the same level may take different forms based on implementation, 
 including, chain, star, and ring topologies. 

 
Figure C.2.1: Flat CDN Topology 

The Flat CDN acts as a scalable implementation of the Media Function (MF), including the Media Control Function 
(MCF) and Media Delivery Function (MDF) as described within the IMS-based IPTV Subsystem (TS 182 027 [2]) 
and/or the NGN Integrated IPTV Subsystem (TS 182 028 [3]). 

C.3 Hierarchical CDN Architectural Topology 
A Hierarchical CDN topology consists of a series of CDNCF-managed clusters, interacting when necessary by 
exchanging control information with one or more higher-tier CDN Controllers. At least one ALF is mandatory for a 
CDN. The functions of higher-tier CDNCFs may be specialized, and there may be a single highest-tier CDN Controller 
designated as a Top-tier CDNCF. A hierarchical CDN acts as a scalable implementation of the Media Function (MF), 
including the Media Control Function (MCF) and Media Delivery Function (MDF) as described within the IMS-based 
IPTV Subsystem (TS 182 027 [2]) and/or the NGN Integrated IPTV Subsystem (TS 182 028 [3]). 
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NOTE 1: CDNCFs at any level may take different forms based on implementation,  
including CDNCFs without an ALF or directly associated clusters. 

NOTE 2: Connections between CDNCFs at the same level may take different forms based on implementation, 
 including, chain, star, and ring topologies. 

 
Figure C.3.1: Hierarchical CDN Topology 
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Annex D (informative): 
Interconnection scenarios 

D.1 Interconnection between TISPAN CDNs in different 
service provider domains with agreement on content 
preparation 

Different service providers may choose to interconnect their CDN in order to share content for example. Figures below 
show examples of interconnection for CDNs belonging to two different service provider domains. 

D.1.1 Interconnection between TISPAN CDNs in different service 
provider domains without using content originating function 
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Figure D.1.1.1: Example interconnection between TISPAN CDNs in different service provider domains 
without using content originating function 
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D.1.2 Interconnection between TISPAN CDNs in different service 
provider domains using content originating function 
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Figure D.1.2.1: Example interconnection between TISPAN CDNs  
in different service provider domains using content originating function 

D.1.3 Interconnection between TISPAN CDNs in different service 
provider domains using ALF 
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Figure D.1.3.1: Example interconnection between TISPAN CDNs  
in different service provider domains using ALF 
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D.2  Interconnection between TISPAN CDNs in different 
service provider domains without agreement on 
content preparation 

D.2.1  Interconnection between TISPAN CDNs in different service 
provider domains using Cf' 
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Figure D.2.1.1: Example interconnection between TISPAN CDNs  
in different service provider domains using Cf' 
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D.2.2 Interconnection between TISPAN CDNs in different service 
provider domains using Cf'' 
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Figure D.2.2.1: Example interconnection between TISPAN CDNs  
in different service provider domains using Cf'' 
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